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ALBXJ
THIRTY-SECON-
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NOWEXGEEDS

CHARLTON
SECRETARY OF STATE

ORDERS EXTRADITION
Confessed Wife Murderer Must
Face Trial For His Crime on
Foreign Shore; May Plead In- -

sanity,
Washington,

Doc.

9.

CENSUS SHOWS

PDPULATI

FOR PORTER

Br Moraine Journal gueclal

as a matter of public moral
ity ought to be given to an extradi
tion treaty, it must be remembered
that under our constitution and laws
It is not possible to punish criminals
in this country for crime's committed
against the peace and dignity of foreign governments and that therefore
unless we surrender to such foreign
governments for trial and punishment
crimes
our citizens committing
'within the jurisdic tion of such govwholly
go
ernments, such citizens will
unwhipped by justice.
"For these reasons it Is decided
that the government of the United
StatCB should surrender to the government of Italy, Porter Charlton,
charged with the crime of murder
which crime he has confessed.
"Counsel for the prisoner also contends that Charlton should not now
commltlng
be surrendered be'eause th
magistrate refused to receive testi- money tending to prove his insanity.
If the magistrate erred in thus refusing such testimony the prisoner has
his remedy in the courts and it is not
for Entire United
for the department at this stage of the Figures
proceedings to pass upon this ques'
States to Be Made Public by
tion."
"The case will bP fought in the New
'.Jersey courts, and higher if necesDirector Durand at Noon Tosary," declared Mrs. Paul Charlton,
day,
mother of the accused tonight, after
reading the decision of the state
nervously
had
been
She
awaiting information as to the deciTWENTY
sion all day, and regarded the news INCREASE OF
received tonight as distinctly favorIN TEN YEARS
which,

Wire!
lMd
Secretary

today granted the request of
Itnly for the surrender of Porter
Chiirlton, charged with the murder
The secof his wife at Lake Como.
retary holds that the fact that Italy
refuses to surrender her citizens to
the United States for trial does not
relieve this country from the obligation of extradition treaty to surrender to Italy fugitives from Justice
from that country. The question of
sanity of Charlton, it. is suggested, is
one for the courts and not for the
department to determine.
Hud Secretary Knox refrained from
acting upon this case for six days,.
Porter Charlton would have been
free, as tho statutes required final action within eixty days from the date
of committment.
The legal contention of counsel of
on Italy's refusal to surrender her own citizens and the point
that the Italian demand for Charlton's surrender had not been made in
strict accordance with the requirements of the treaty are swept a way
by the secretary as without basis and
tlie committing magistrate's proceedings are found to have been regular
In all respects.
A closing remark by the secretary
Is significant, carrying the intimation
have,
that Charlton's attorney may
emits, if
further recourse to the
they are disposed to raise the question of Insanity.
The committing- magistrate's record, as transmitted to the department," pays the decision, "discloses
no material informality in the proceedings and a ca.se calling for the
surrender of the accused under the
treaty terms Is made out, unless such
surrender is to bo defeated by objections, raised by counsel for the
Knox

91,000,000

PER CENT

able.

TAWYKll

I'HOPOSFS TO
1 U.IIT
KXTKAIHTIOV.

Kdvvln F. Smith
9.
er.xnuol for Porfer i'hlirlton. Said ill
Jersey City tonight that the extradi
tion of his client would he opposed.
decided.
AiihmiLrh noihloir hud been
he thought it likely that habeas corpus
proceedings In the interest ot i ríante n would be taken before a United
Xew- -

York. Dec.

States judge, probably at Trenton

PERIS

QUITS

bet-use-

accused.

"Thee objections are In their order:
"First, that the secretary of state
should decline to surrender the accused and the president should direct
his discharge because the record of
the committing magistrate as transmitted to the department does not
contain the formal demand of the
Italian government for the surrender
of the fugitive or show that such demand was made within the treaty
period.

'Formal demand of 'requisition' of
one government on anothir for the
politsurrender of a fugitive is of aappear,
It would
ical character.
therefore thnt the making of pri-a
requisition' Is a matter which

marily concerns the political branch
of the government and that all questions regarding the propriety or
of the form in whU'h It Is
made, are for the determination of
that branch.
first objection raised by
The
counsel for the accused in this cuse
Is without merit and of no eflect In
defeating extradition.
objection is thnt
"The second
Chariton should not be surrendered
because under the treaty providing
that each government shall surrender
persons fugitive from the one and
found in the other, Italy refused to
for
surrender to the United States
trial and punishment Italian subjects
who wire fugitives from the Justice
the
of the United States, therefore
United States is relieved from any
obligation to surrender Its citizens
fugitive from Italy. This contention,
like the first Is without merit in this
case.

"Its fundamental fallacy is thatnn
extradition treaty must be wholly
Thin 3 not true, our
reciprocal.
own treatries will show, for example,
stiputh.it noon occasion we have governlated assistance from foreign
ments in the matter of the apprehension of criminals fugitive trom our
we
Justice in other countries where
have not been able to grant, and do
not grant or extend such assistance
in a reciprocal case."
Regarding the attitude of the Italian
government in the negotiations vvltn
this nation, concerning the disposition
of Charlton, the decision says:
"The course followed by l'1'
the present case indicates, as indeed
is set forth in the diplomatic
that the government resarcís the United States and Italian
extradition treaty as being
as to citizens or subjects ot trie
respective countries and that while
Italv cannot surrender to the niteel
states for trial and punishment, her
subjects fugitive from the Justice of
the United States, still the I nitod
States Is, pursuant to its own in-to
terpretation, under obligations punsin render to Italy for trial and
ishment citizens of the United States
fugitive Horn the justice oí Italy.
"in this connection it should be
observed that the United States, although consistently contending thnt
the
Italian interpretation wen not Halproper one, ha not treated thetreaty
the
of
lan practice as a breach
igation necessarily requiring abrogation, hes not abrogated the troutv
or taken anv slops looking thereto,
ami on the contrary has consistent!
regai
the tienty as in full bree
the
and effective and has answer.--and has
obligations imposed thereby
granted.
Invoked the rights therein
"It should m reover be observed
that even though the action ot thea
Italian government be regarded a"
breaeh of the treaty, the treaty is
binding until abrogated and therefore
the treaty not having been abrogated.
Its provisions are operative against
us."
In concluding his memorandum In
the case Secretary Knox says:
meaning
the
"In determining
corics-pondenc-

(b--

.

e,

MORGAN

H

Five States Yet to Be Heard
From Believed to Have Aggregate of Over Six Million

Increase of 37.90R. or 24.8 per cent
over 154.001 In 190.
The city of Honolulu htis a population of 52,183, Bcccrdlng to statistics
made public tonight by the census
bureau, nils B un "ur,,l" 1,1
or 32.8 per cent over 39.306 in 1900.
The population ot me lsiancis oi wee
Hawaiian group lsjns íouows:
Hawaii, 55,382; tunal and Tllhnu,
and
23 52La nal. Man Kahoolawi
Molokai, 29.7b2: AO bu, Including Hon.
7S5.
Kalawao.
sa.u.
oltilu district,
....
Us Kccoiint.
a
tlupj el A revision - of
v......vn
tir
IVHflllllRl""!
the 1910 population figures tit Augusta, Ga., announced tonight by Director
Durand. gives that city a population
of 41.040 an increase of 1,599, or 4.1
per cent over 39,441 In 1900.
The first announcement of the thir-

teenth census population of Augusta
was 37. (26, a elecrea.se ot i.m iron,
the 1900 figures. .
r

THIS

WILL GET NO
RECOUNT

-

ns

By Morning Journal Soecll I.wuwi Wlrel

defraud themselves.
"A recount would stand In the way
of the reapportionment tor tho house
and cannot be
of representatives
thought of."

profit-sharin-

ld

UNDECIDED

T AFT

Oil JUDICIARY
APPOINTMENTS

r.

End of Another Day of Cabinet

Conferences Finds President
No Nearer Solution of Supreme Problem,

Washington. Dec.

9.

The

govern-

coal
ments ease against the
supreme
trust will be carried to the

Slates.
court of the United today,
the departIn a statementset
forth Its determiment of justice
with the
nation not to be satisfied
the I'nited States
larlial victorv in Philadelphia,
circuit court at Ire.n companywhich
beheld the Temple
e.f
an illegal combination in restraint'
trade.
The statement follows in part. setAs soon as the judgment is
the government will
tled and entered,
from so
appeal to the supreme court
as is In favor
much of the judgment
will be
of th,. defendants. The cafesupreme
enti'b-to priority in theit may be
hoped
that reasonable-earlcourt and It Is
advanced and heard Ht a
'
is.
date. The
so ftr
e. eir'c gratified ot the result
government.
as it is favorable; to the

were

fixed.

It was said,

only to be

out noon final consideration.
President Tuft had a long consider-iitio- n
ivieh Renntnr i Ji'iii'ci' Sutherland
of I tah. All day long reports hail
been current that Senator Sutherland
mleht be one of the new Justices.
The senator would not discuss his
conferences with the president.
wiliecl

FROM

SCORE SAVED
STRANDED

LUKE

VESSEL
Unfortunates Almost Dead
From Exposure to Chilling
Blasts and Icy Waters of
Lake Ontario,
lrr
By Mnrnlni Journal Special Leiued
Oswego, X. Y., Dec. 9. Twenty
persons, half of them on an Island
e

,

life-boa- t.

(reel, minister i foreign relations,
tonight emphatic ally denied the repel t from San Antonio. Texas, thats
his son had been captured by rvolu-tiorimand held as a hostage in
Chihuahua.
Mr. Creel said:
"My "on IJnriciue has been
nie here for several weeks and departed today a' o'clock for ChihuaMv other sons have not been
hua.
nnd. steel in any way. The- - report is
absolutely false.'
X

MAY DELAY

TWENTY-THRE-

MILLION

E

Poston, Dee. 9. That Qulncv Shaw
of this city, late president of the Calumet and Jlee la Mining company, left
an estate of 2 :t.0H O.tiu 0 Instead of
one of but $7. 541, 133, as Indicated In
the Inventory filed with the probate
court alter his death, was disclosed
filed bv the
today by a bill In
trustees of the estate in the supreme

STATEHOOD
Senators and Representatives Appear Before
Taft in Opposition to Line as

Texas

court.

The bill asks the court to decide
whether Hoston Is entitled to the
tax on the property, or If it
should be divided proportionately
among neurby cities and towns.

Constitution,

CANAL

FORTS COSÍ

ILilS
WAR SECRETARY WANTS
APPROPRIATION AT ONCE

Annual Report Finds Army in
Generally Good Condition;

Less Deseiters

Last Year;

More Big Guns Needed,

Santiago Do CiiImi Shaken.
JIavaim, Dec. H. Santiago de Cuba,
capital of the province' of that name,
WIJ
IlT Morning Journnl Hneclal
was shaken al 9 o'clock by a heavy
Washington, Dec. 9. As might
great
ENTIRE NEW SURVEY
eurthriuake shock. There was
his personal
alarm among the Inhabitants, but so have been expected after France,
flights in Hcrnphmes in
TO BE MADE AT ONCE Var no damage has been reponed.
comes out in his
Dickinson
with a strong endorse.
Agcel
niil Veteran9. Dr. Jere- annual reportflying
machine and with
Laredo, Texas, l'ec.
merit of tho
True Boundary Will Be Incor- - miah Main. N4 years old. died here
a recommendation to congress lor an
today of senile debility. Dr. Main was appropriation to provide the signal
Dorated in Law Admitting born In Kngland and was attached to corps with a reasonable number ot
the flagship Constitution at tha time
better type of machine ror instrucNew Mexico to Union Is Deci Coinnioc or J'earv. in command oi the
tion purpose's and field Work.
fleet, first vWlteel Japan.
American
the
II,.
recalls the fact that the United
sion Reached,
Dr. Main practiced medicine along me Slates was the ritst nation officially
McxU in borcte r for almost loriy years. to recognize the aeroplane for military purposes and conducted at Fort
Myer in 1HS the first public flight of
IBy Morning Journal 8ieloI Uaed Wlrel
a heavier than air machine, yet it has
Washington, Dec. 9. In the act
since that date made no addition to
admitting New Mexico to statehoou,
Its aeronautical eciulpment, which Ht
the true boundary line between that
present consists of one small dlrglblo
territory and the state of Texas will
balloon, one Wright aeroplane and
be fixed by law. This line has been
three captive balloons. Nor has It addon
the
in disputo and a conference
ed to its trained personnel, which at
subject wus held at the White House
present consists of one signal corps
today.
lieutenant and nine enlisted men, on
Senators llalley and Culberson and
duty in connection with Aeronautics.liTexas;
Representative .Stevenson of
There Is only one officer who Is a
Delegate Andrews of New Mexico, and
censed pilot for free balloons.
were
John V. I'arvvell, oí Chicago,
The secretary calls attention to tha
with the president for half an hour.
fact
that the entrance to Chesapeako
Karwell
Mr. Farwell represents the
Hav, one of the most Important points
Texcapital
of
estate whic h built the
strategically on the Atlantic sea coast,
as many years ago and received In
is wholly unfortified, not a Blngle gun
return a grant of an Immense tract of
being mounted to defend the channel
The
land In the Texas Panhandle.
be tween Cape Charles nnd Cape Hena
disputed boundary line touches
ry. At n neither Important point tho
part
of this estate.
large
eastern entrance to Long Island
It was decided thnt the best way to PARTIES STAND SANE
additional guns are needed.
Sound
handle the matter was l.i the act adKxeept for these Instances, so far as
AS BEFORE DISSOLUTION guns
mitting New Mexico to statehood. In
are concerned, the sett
alone
the meantime, a careful survey will
coast defenses at all home ports are
be made.
in a very satisfactory state, but much
Hope o' remains to be done In providing such
Abandon
Unionists
in deWEALTHY SANATORIUM
auxiliaries as searchlights and system,
Any Serious Inroads veloping the fire control14,000,000
Making
PATIENT FOUND FROZEN
which will rccpilre about
on Government Majority in of expenditure.
Congress Is asked to authorlie an
1. o 4 8 4 3
lor tho
expenditure of
House of Commons,
Chicago, Dec. 9. Th(. body of J.
fortrM-atiof the terminal of the
V Hendricks, a wealthy mining man
Panama . .n,al, including tlie construcof Chicago. New York and Denver,
of posts for the permanent garwas found frozen In a culvert at Hy Morning Journal Soerl.il Irfi,d Wlrel tion
rison,
.
and 17. 000.000 of thiB sum
Hendricks
More
than
Waukesha, Wis., today.
Loudon,
I.
should be mudo available Immediatenew
ha,) commit tcel suicide by shooting
of
(in
4
the
members,
or
ly In order to complete the project
himself In the temple.
within three years. The additional sum
house of commons, have been elected
For months he had been a patient and
pracstanci
parties
political
the
of $2,0110,000 Is also wanted immedi
He disIn a Waukesha sanitarium.
as they Were at the dissolu
ately to be applied towards the erec
appeared from this institution on tically
woo
tion of parliament. The unionists,
tion of naval establishments in the
December 1.
at least canal
as n necessary part of the
last week expected to gain
LD
twenty seats, thus far have secured defensenine
of the canal.
secretary
but three from their opponents.
notes with gratifica
The
The stanclln of the parties tonight lion a reduction by 30.6 per cent In
KIDNAPED-CHIyear
number of desertions last year.
'"'(lovernmenl
Liberals, tho
coalition:
wllh the preceding
.'!; compared
laborite-s- ,
3;
lfia; nationalists,
3,4114
were
Altogether there
independent nationalists, ti. lotai,
of 3. till of thi
or a
of the army which was
strength
RETURNED TO
opposition: I'nlonist,
fiscal year since isas, ins
unionists, 21; than any was
Liberal gains, 14;
most marked In the endecrease
bor, 4.
artillery and cavalry.
Hold
of Timothy gineers,
((inside of the
to be the result
This Is belii-veHealv, nationalist, in his old consti
made by
the extraordinary effort
PARENTS
tuency, Louth, which is atliibuieci to of
.....
.1 reaction
tu
th,.
,i.,,.,,...ri,..,i.
ot
pra m
irdlnal Logue prohibiting I no todays
of n depursuit
vigorous
prompt and
participating In the election,
to
certain
practically
means
by
serter
vaults did not lU'octuce any so. i"
result in his apprehension nnd
unless It w as in the tallare ot t ne llo
punishment as a military con.
Denbigh.
he r.-New York Police Confident ráis to recaplunthe hard and rigorous consult in this Welsh borough is ciiarac- - vlct under
ditions of prison discipline.
of the election.
They Are About to Stop Reign terlstlcs
The attitude of the department is
W. ( )rmsby- - ore won the seat last
voles and today lie that Its duty Is to safeguard and proof Terror Among Respectable T.,,,,,,.,i i,vhis..Orhi
vote,
majority by one
tect the Interests of the army to corIncreased
although the polling oil. both sides rect the evil rather than to reform,
Italian Residents,
the evil doer mid to Impress the fae-fell off.
from the army, which
Mr Frowen has offered his sent for that
deCork to Mr. Healv. hut llealy has up- In time of war may be punishable by
to
(Br Morning Journal BdccIbI I.ewiMid Hire-try
to
clined II. for be intends
dealh, is in time e.l peace a criminal
Xew York. Dec. 9. Another kid- set theal Louth, of lilchard i.ffense and that the punishment of
naped boy was rescued tonight fol- llazelton. nationalists, alleging Illegal the deserter will be severe.
lowing the detective bureau's predic- practices on the pari of his oppoThe death rate In the army last
tion that he would be turned loose on nents.
year was the lowest that has ever ocHe Is .Michael
Two members of the cabinet. Pre- curred, the total number being 370,
the streets today.
Leginabl Mc Keiina, of which i'LiS were from disease and
lüzo, 6 yeurs old, a playmate. of mier A.sipiilli and admiralty,
were
years old, who llrst lord of the
iliiiseppe Longo.
Ml!
Iioin injuries, six of Ihe latter
vvas recovered last nlc;ht.
In todav's contest, but the out
being killed by hostile Moros or whiles
lioth hcivs lived In lirooklvn and come In Mr. Asmiiiuis cons, iiiioiic.v ,,u sentry duly. Tubérculo lis claimed
disappeared on the same day.
will not be known until tomorrow'. the greatest number of victims, numion bering 4.'i
(luiseppe was take n from a locked Mr. McKcnna obtained a
and there were 51 deaths
room last night in an Last side tene- at Monmouthshire north.
There Were
corn gunshot wounds.
ment; Michael was found wandering
The liberal majorities In Lancashire ;i:l suicides ami 15 homicide's.
streets tonight. half eoiiliniii-- to fall today, without, howthe Harlem
no eleaths
is
A
that
fact
reinarkable
dazed, but tagged with his name and ever, any increase in the unionist vote, occurred
sun stroke or snak
which shows that many liberal sup- luto amongIioin
address.
the troops in the tropics
Although fluiseppe is the first porters are staying away froin Ihe nor from cold
among the troops in
for ransom ever re. polls. The unionists consider this the
'ant i ve child
by the way, as In
Alaska,
by the police. Michael makes first sign of a wholesale desertion of Alaska.
tnki-i- i
lonmir years. had the best health
the fourth returned to his parents the government, and that Ihe loxt record,
excelling the I'nittime the deserters will vole the' union- ed Slatesdecidedly
which came second, followist ticket.
bv Porto Pico. Hawaii and the
The most optimistic unionists now ed
Philii.pines. The rates for the Philhave- - no hope of making serious inmajority ippines, however, improves yenr by
EG T TO roads on the- government
HINDUS
more
...,r on,
now' a ni.roximiite
Tli. .Ir leader- oersist. however, that
y.
the closely to those of the Vnited States
the idei tlon was nniiecc ss.u that
docs
voce
a
blubs
thot
of
the I'nited
than
result prnetlcallv amounts in
to Alaska.
of lack of confidence and thai with
exib the rcLMilar iii'Ihv or- tieuiin. r
the nationalists and the laborite.s
acting the fullest price for their sup- ganlzatlon, the secretary urges tho
port, it will be impossible lor the cab- adoption of a provision of law. simifor the
inet to remain In pow.r. To this Ihe lar to that governing the navy offie-erthat the- unionists alter elimination of In. fric lent
liberals
d
that
the
insiste
lion,
ACRED COW
the January ele.
There is pressing need for effiicent
sinipiv a officers to replace those detailed from
ive d
government had
the their regiments oil necessary stst'f and
that
mandate on th,. btidge-- and
election was not decisive on tin- ipios- - misc. Ilaneous duty and the sec retary
tlcyti of the stilus of tlie House oi makes a strong pica for the passage
of the pending bill providing tor the
Hundred and Fifty Persons .rda.
Xow, they add. both parties have aibliCoil of .ii.' oiticcrs of various
in
lore.
the
lords
of
laeeel the house
Ijisi June every officer on
grades.
Huit in Religious Riot in Op- front
and eve n a r. eli d coalition macb ta. bed duly who could possibly be
will Jiist.lv them in luocec ding
jority
to Mohammedan wllh the veto bill, and If necessary. In rcllcv.il was ordered to Join his propposition
command but the net result was
asking of King (b'orgc a guarantee to er
disappointing as few of these officers
Festival, .
Insure Its pass.'ig".
from the Important
are taking place could bei spared
scenes
Llotous
which they have been us- As tlie details
In many of Ihe Irish towns.
Sic
lied.
(Br Morning Journal ftnwliil LauM WlrM result of a riot at the Hurles toingnt.
The most serious feature of the presto leave town
me hundred and
ohn Dillon was iinal-lCalcutta. Dec. 9.
military situation and one that
ent
a
crowd
as
hidden,
were injured in riots ml bad to remain
fifty
therailway should be cirree ted immediately. In
lure- - tonight. The- trouble grew out remained In the road to
opinion
of Secretary Dickinson, is
Hi,,
mm.
n' trout. if
of the strong feeling between Hindus station to waylav
artillery materi
.mmeiic ed at a rnecinig. addressed i.v tlie shortageIs ofa field
and Mohammedans brought about by
very Inadequate supr.rienlt.-trod al. There
Mr lull, ,ii which the
the intention of the latte r to sacrifice to
break up. The police hail to make ply of guns, carriages and ammunicows at the coining
Mohammedan .vencí
charges with batons to ipiell tion, due largely to lack of approprili ni iva I.
The iv pes needed have been
ations.
The Hindus regard the cow as the fighting.
dev. loped and some of each are unto get the
creel and
I
l i:VI
der manufacture but th,. appropria-Hon- s
police to
and stop the pro ItMX.KY IMOTS
i i.::ci kins i
do not pe rmit of the production
posed sacrifice. The police, now ever.
In n . lec tion riot of any considerable qua lllit v.
Dublin. Jiec.
dec lined to ficpiiesee and the trouble
The chief of ordnance already has
(Continued on Tngo 2, Col. 2.)
el.
in

Sec-ivta- ry

mm BATTLE
IN

BRITISH

ELECTION

.

two-third- s,

t

nt

-

t

1

H

and half on a stranded vessel, were
litarlo today.
reseueil in Lake
The steamship John Sharpies of
Chicago grounded yesterday in the
r.hore of (iallup islands, while going
A
from Chicago to Ogdensburg.
as raging and waves
snowstorm
rolled over her. flooding the bolle
and putting out the fires.
.Not until today was the stranded
vessel sighted by the ,steamship
driven
llinkby and by that time-bv the intense cold.
Definite Denial of Report That from the vessel
wife
of the flrht
"Mrs (ieorge 4:nssell.
the ele-- hail gotSon of Former Governor Is mate, and half "f Island
by means of
ten safely on the
Captive in Hands of Insur- 'a
took all hands aboard
The llinkb-'
The
gents,
and brought them here. probSharpies was abandoned, but
ably can be saved.
Bf Morning Journal S Dedal Lm4 Wlrel
Mexico City, Dec. :i. Lnricjuo C.

SHAW LEFT FORTUNE OF

PHI

Si

Br Morning Journal Boeclul Infl Wlrel
Washington, Dec. 9. At the end of
another day of conferences and cabinet consideration, it appeared tonight
that President Ta ft was but little
neare r a solution of the supremo court
problem than he was at the beginning
Several tentative elates
of th week.

0

GO TO SUPREME COURT

ists who have Ploe! respeciuoiw iwr
lans of the city for years.
No arrests were made tonight, but
eleven prisoners taken i yesterday and
i
,.. e.
tinción hail
IHM ..i.....
IIIHOl
veiv iw.i.i
kidnaping dul- charged with ....o...,
each,
...
i
c
I lie
eppt i.oiIKO,
"'iii I...H..I.0 eh.
same gang was at wtirk in both cases.

Ih-c-

-

nt

within the week. The chase has grown
too hot and the police believe they
have at last made a beginning at uprooting the blac kmailers and terror

I

Month; (Single Ooplrl. cenia.
eta.
Month.
By Carrier, BO cent

1

WYOMING SHOWS

5

BOUNDARY

BO

ed

SuDervisor Durand Declares
Counting Was Done By Tex-aand They Must Be Satisfied With Showing,

profit-sharin-

145.9

DISPUTE OVER

Established

Washington, Dec. 9. "Texas will
not Ket a recount," fcald Director DurPeople,
and of the census bureau today, referring to the complaints regarding
the census figures on the population
Special
Wlre1
Tóeael
(By Morning Journal
of
that state.
an9.
When
Washington, Dec.
"t confess that I am somewhat disnounced by the census bureau at noon appointed over the result." he contomorrow the total population of the tinued, "but a little thought will exUnited States will be shown to ap- plain the situation to anyone. There
growth In the
has been a very rapid tlie
proximate 1.600,000.
state, but
This estimate Is based upon the innk.r..iin Diii'iinn of
states that is the thinly populated region,
the
all
return . from
nave
may
ueeii a. cij
Montana,
and while tnera
except i f.eorglu,
proportionate, growth there, It
and Wyoming, the large
e.onoi.rativelv little Influence on
figures on most of which Director ..o figures
the entire state. í
Durand has decided to withhold until the"The gainforrecoretcei,
per
utmost
the tota! returns for the country at cent is large for so extensive an area
large are announced.
us Texas and there should be no rea- Tile states so far given have an ag- mui for dissatisfaction.
Tho census
This
5,362,725.
gregate population of
was taken by Texas people, ana trier"
over
cent
per
20.4
of
is an increase
Is no reason to suppose they would

contained
the aggregate population
bv the- same states in 19110.
The five states not Included In the
computation had an aggregate population of 5,139,3::B in 1900. If they
maintain tho growth of the other
WILL DEVOTE TIME TO
states, their aggregate will 1e brought
to fi, ISO, 7 7 4, giving a grand total
INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS up
91.549,603.
for the I'nited States of no
gain at
Even if there should be
all. the tobe would be 90,502,061.
an
show
Washington is expected to
Deeply Interested in Solution of
increase of almost 100 per cent and
Georgia Is counted on to sustain the
Conflicts Between Capital average;
but white Wisconsin probIs not believand Labor and Furthering ably will score t. gain. 20It per
cent.
ed that It will reach
no
Is
the total will
doubt
that
Profit Sharing System,
There
be over 91,000,000. The computation
is confined to the United States proper nnd excludes all possessions.
B.f Morning Journnl Special Inud Wire
The population of Georgia. WisconNew York, Pee. a. George W.
sin. Washington nnd Montana, the
retiretoday
his
announced
'Perkins
only states for which figures have not
ment from the firm of J. P. Morgan been announced, will be made public
and company, to de voto hfs time to at noon tomorrow, together with the
g
total population of the United States.
extending the principles of
and other benefit plans for
solving the conflict between capital
and labor.
'CI,, Linn,iiincf.mi.nl riven Ollt. this
afternoon after .the close of business
says in part:
"On January 1st, I will have been
with the firm of J. P. Morgan and
POPULATION OF
company, ten years and engaged in
business activities over thirty years.
devote more
I am withdrawing to
time to corporation work and 1 work
am
of a public nature in which
G
deeply interested.
with
"In continuing my relations
indusiriitl and other business organizations with which I am connected,
hope to find opportunity for furtherg
Despite 57.7 Per Cent Growth
extending the principles of
and other benefits which
People of Sovereign State
science have shown, offer a practical
solution of some of the difficulties
Number Less Than Half
'existing between capital and labor.
"At Columbia, University two years
Those of This Territory,
ago and at Harvard University last
spring. I spoke of the Importance of
solving the new problems at present
Wlrel
facing the country, and which have IBj Morning Journal HnrcJ.il
Washington, Dec. 9. Population
the organization of the
followed
combination of statistics of the thirteenth census Isgreat
capital, and it is my hope that the sued tonight by the census beureau,
I have had may enable me
experioni
following:
to contribute something towards the included the
State of Wyoming 14n.9G5; an inadjustment of those matters, which
crease of 53.434, or 07.7 icr cent over
seem to me to be i the- largest con92.531 In J900.
sequence to the country.
has
Perkins
The Increase from 1S90 to 1900 was
In recent years Mr.
ingreat
the
29,978 or 47.8 per cent.
firm
in
represenled the
Thp population of the counties condustrial organizations in which they
arc interested and the formal an- taining the principal cities Is:
that
Albany, 11,574;
Laramie, 26,127;
nouncement of the firm indicates will
Sheridan. 16,324; Nintah, 16.982.
his relations to those concerns
The territory of Alaska 64.306, an
continue.
liet'ore he entered, J. P. Morgan Increase of 764, or 1.2 per cent over
was
63.592 in 1900. The Increase! from 1890
and companv. Mr. Perkins
of the was 31,540, or 9S.4 per cent.
and general manager
company.
The Hawaiian islands 191,909, nn
Life
Insurance
New York
by
The termal announcement made
says
in
.1.
P. Morgan and company
part:
Announcement is made by Messrs.
Mr. YOUNG
CREEL SAFE
J P Morgan and company that
Mr.
I'dward K. Whitney and
firm
the
Vrom
Y
Perkins will retire
on January 1. 111, and thatof Mr
the
William H. Porter, president
WITH FATHER
National bank, and Mr
Chemical
..r
vice-psi.lent
Thomas V. lament,bank, will become
,he Fir.---t National
partners in the firm."
III
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BALTIMORE TO ATTEMPT
SEGREGATION OF NEGROES
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Haltlmore,

D. c. 9.
An ordinance,
hie I, Is the
of

hc porfióse
Hon of neiiro r
the ki'iiiiiI bran,
tonight. 4t ha.l
iihlv acted upon
Mayor Mahool,
thebill as soon
-

himself that

it

h

here,

passed

the cily council
already be n favor-b- y
the firt branch.
it is Mild, will sign
as he has satisfied

h of

in legal form.

eneb-iivore-

Inle-rfer-

lolb.we
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at thin wwl'in," said W'il-Wakrman of New York,
Protective
f.f llio American
Tariff h ague, to the Jourmit
today.
"That 1, unions they
want to ruino rates. Tim fluty on orne
things la not high enough. If they
Hunt to abolish tariff concessions
given to the I'hiliiiiiif nuil Cuba, we
will nlve them our lienrtv support."
Wakcmun in openly opposing Tuft's
suggestion for gradual revision, and
his activity here I tullen to Indicate
Hint the "protected Intercuts'' are pre.
paring for a fierre t n
iff revision
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Kansan Means Business But Determined Opposition to Tinkering Will Be Encountered in Congress,

su larj,re and complete
Orn ytiH'k of uahhi' m never
I
at
irires t; ir hclow yonr
makes
standard
We
oftir
as huvv".
t
we'll
help yon to make
early,
expectations. .Make us a
your Christmas tiMiiev k o even tanner than von tad planned.

Moruln

Journal Hurcau,

1

puildinir.

813 MuhHey

vi-.i-

Washington, I). C, Dec. 3.
The
is insurgent, in congress
are reil hot for tarlir revision, revision either this session, or at a special

!

W

session.
"1 have been out nmuiiK the people
for the past sixty days and I think I
know what the country wains, '' said
Victor M unlock.
"In the 1'lr.st place, the country is
lunanimouH for downward revision of
'the wool schedule. The people want
.'that done If nothing else Is dorm at
this session. They not only want revision of this schedule, but they want
every pier,, of Roods to carry ft tag
telling how much word It has.
"And why can't we make the re-- I
Congress can
vision nt '.his session?
.have night meetings and work longer
each day if It wauls to meet popular
demand. Many hours of time are
killed each day by short sessions. We
cuu get down lo real business if we
'want lo do something.
"Then, I am for revision
of the
tariff schedule by Mhcdulc just as
soon as possible, i if course, there are
hundreds of tariff schedules against
which then. Is no kick of the people.
These do not need to be touched. Just
revise those schedules lor which there

114 W. CENTRAL AVE.

i

called Uttenllon to the fact Hint much and supply of a volunt r army andtime J required to manufacture thin Hie .election ol placil es tor mobllizala.vs that might
material and It would be impossible to Hon. thus avoiding
obtain enough to supply the army In be ulrnost fatal to d lease. The nu
lion,
ere
Insists,
be
should lie ready wllh
time of war unless provision
mude accumulating the stock far In a complete system for passing from
a pence to a war establishment in oradvance.
Touching "le progress of the work der to avoid the waste Inseparable
from oinf; to war without full prepof uncovering the wreck of the Maine aration.
in Havana harbor, tile nccrclnry states
I'll,, I'.tal estimates
for military
lor the next year aggregates
thnt the plans for the construí turn purposes,
!.)!), 74. 278, which is $.1. 2.17. 104 less
of a cofferdam of InterloekliiK sleci
than the appropriation for the curpiling around the wreck have been rent
risen year, Hie decrease being
approved and r now under execudue lo the fact that the department
tion. It Is proposed to draw off the Is nsltlni? for less money for Incidental
water as soon as .the dam Is Unlit evpenses. post exchanges, transportaand remove the overlying mud ami tion and supplies, public works at
other material in order to permit, if pi sis, clothing and camp cipilpugc,
desired of a thorough examination of arms and expenses at the military
the condition of the wreck In present academy. On th other hand slightly
position to determine the cause of the Increased appropriations
demand.
are asked Im popular
explosion.
"The people also uro watching the
for
fortifications
other
works of hlyher
and
courts,
The appropriation of $.100.000 al- defense,
and
watching them
,
closely. It must be borne In mind that
ready made will accomplish all of th"
secretary
to
The
his
refers
recent
the present disorder of public opinion
preliminary work contemplated at
Philippines and declares is not partisan."
present but the actual removal of the trip to the
ap- result,
year's
that
first
the
of
the
Judge Madison
fisr tariff revision
harand
wreck
the restoration of the
He ittestons the
bor to Its original condition will re- plication of the new tariff more than- us soon as possible.
im
prediction
dethe
tilled
probability
the
of President Tuft and the
uniré a further appropriation. th" crciiNe of cutdoms revenu,,thatwould
belgn
Insurgents
not
able
this winter to
amount of which will depend upon the be
ureal and would be satisfactorily harmonize on a legislative program.
disposition, to bo made of the strucbv
an Increase of Internal reve- Judge Madison added that the demoture us a w hole. In this connect Ion met
The possible need in I'orto Uleo crats would have to show the counthe secretary says that II is desirable nue.
try on the question of a committee on
un
In health condi
Improvement
whs
that congress should ludiente the dis- tions anil he recommended
He said that thnt was
the estah- - committees.
position to be tiiaile of the wreck upbailment of an efficient health de- the one big Issue before the house
on completion of the work of removwhich
majority could
the
democratic
partment
In the Islands.
al.
Tito report i niicludcil with a strong not evade, escape or compromise on.
Utile more can be done than alreConcerning the much lalked-o- f
reci nimendatlon based upon personready has been done In the crv im- al
republican facolisorval mu and th reports of the conciliation of the
portant work id Instruction of the
tions,
llristow
Senator
said:
cl.tels of nil the biirenus In the war
organized militia until snntc provis"So far as we are concerned in th
ión Is made bv congress which will made for the retirement on annuities senate. I take It for pranted that on
allow the department to iissIkii offi- ol einidovees wlio have become super-i- t some iiuestlons we will be with the
cer, on the active list of the army to niiuate.i. In tin. service, thus follow. majority of the republicans, while on
duty with the militia, whit h is now Iik the pr.otlie which many railroads others wo will be against them. Yes,
Impossible owing to the id cexiti'". need and etlH'i" larne buslnefs enterprises we favor a tariff commission and will
have found It advlsalile to adopli
of Officer for regimental service
support that.
Huecess has at tended the el furls of
"I am strongly opposed to ship subsidy and will vole against the propothe department to lecuro em-hof DRAWN
BATTLE IN BRITISH sition."
tint personnel, iiccckmi rv for manning
The other members of the Kansas
the coast fortifications front the imll-lli- i
ELECTION
delegation see no real necessity for
of the seaboard slab's. All ol the
revision of the tariff at this session or
coast states have provided lor these
at a special fission.
Netv
const artillery reserves except
Jersey, Delaware and l.niiblunn and
ftVmtlntted from I'nev 1.)
Strong OpiHisllloit Kxpci'tcil.
It Is hoped that theiie states will lull
Revision of the tariff, schedule by
candi-Mr- .
nt. Thin los an o
In linn next year.
i id wer.
Unfortunately, the secretary points int
was struck on schedule. Is going to meet the strong
out, the existing law does not ,. lore the bend with a bludgeon nud ml. est kind of opposition from the high
distinctly thp enact extent to w lib h ire.. soil a meeting with blood slrenm- - tariff men In congress. Whenever anyho e e nud head. Serious thing of tills sort Is attempted, there
the militia may be etnplovi d In
ibe at: Ir
It by the
oc, uired at Hellnst tonight. will be a bitter fight agaitn-service or the lulled stales and leir-l- i
hh'h tariff element in both houses,
I'lle flleets
re till of political
s
billon should be had that would enIt
and
probable
is
they
present
a
will
i
of roughs rcorled
able the war deparlmenl lo determino tdi is and
milled front against II, Already talk
II iimlreds ol
in
In advance of war just wlcit oificoris o stone inn
Is
heard here that the "popgun" tariff
low s
ere
and ninny persons
Slid troops id the militia ml) be dejblll Is not to be encouraged, and Is to
pended uan lor seri'c and their Injured.
be headed off entirely If possible. This
suitability.
present law was
The
jtalk proceeds from high protectionist
during an
built up picce-mcluce "MINESE AND OPIUM
iua i ters.
war and is at
the
Whether an attempt Is made to
best inly p témpora ry meto-airCAPTURED BY OFFICERS bring up revi; Ion of one or more
The secretary savs that a compre.schedules at the short session of
hensive ai t providing lor Hi., orgaiiix-Hlio- n
or whether tariff revision goes
of n volunteer iinm utile alter
'over
the democrats control the
Pit it but v,.
Thirty seven i house.until
congress has made a deilaratioo of
It Is clear now that the efforts
war would tie ot IncMlnialilc value If 'hinaini n and
whit men were 'ol the republican leaders at both ends
of the capítol
the country ever again Is i enlronted ,u d
who
have hitherto
and i
than "HO cans of Illuminated
Mitch legislation
wllh a foreign war
the ways and menus and
pitini Were S' la.l bv Internal reve-t- i finan.',,
Would permit of Hie plepa l a hin in
will be put
committees
pon Chinese
raid
Hist, to prevent any revision,
rv tille ol a il III
time of I 'h. of nil the lie.
MI'ti is h
jhut if It Is clear that revision must be
pinna for the ortra ni.i loo etat.int nt
'undertaken, lo hac It general re-- I
,
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Spanish-America-
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re.-ti'-

t

es-i-

vision Instead

of

revision

one

of

schedule t a time.
pet,. Hcp-t- n
Pointer I
U nshliigtou to remain
burn, w ho o
through the winter, and who Is as vig
I

Not a Useful Gift
For Her

i

orous as ever in Ins views on protection as pronounced a high tariff
man as ever, in talking about the plan
of revision, schedule by schedule, said:
'l!i vision schedule- bv s, hi dtile means
the death of the protective t.ll'itf "
o .li
ii snid that the genColonel
eral polity of the republicans in con.
glrsM bad been lo oppose lile popgun
turn r bill, and to Insist when the t.tr-il- f
was taken up that the whole subject hi' considered.
The reason for
this was that when all schedules were
considered, while thus,, interested In
a given schedule might not K,. all
they wanted, they wcie sure to Bet
MOltet lllllg.
tinier the piecemeal s.vsltm suggested b Talt and others, revision,
when it came to a vote on the floor,
nobody would Vote lo uphold
the
duties except tbe members particu-l-- i
x
oncerned In tbein.
Thii, If the wool schedule were to
be taken by Itself. Colonel Hepburn
thought, and :i vote had on It on the
Hoot of the house, nobody hut the
members Imni the she. p raising country would dare vote to uphold it. Su
it would go w Ith one schedule after
.mother and the protective system
would, as Hepburn seen t. be ruined.
Without doubt
Colonel Hepbuin'a
is stinted by many high protectlo, ts In cotiutess
It may he ev-

Universal Coffee

Percolator

for lovers of good coffee
aluminum or enameled.

J

v

Universal Cake Maker
mixes hatter for all kinds of
cake, easier, more uniformly,

i

and a (ircat deal quicker than
by hand. Price
$1.75
I.L.IU----

!

'

Universal Bread Maker
mixes and kneads bread in 3
minutes. Simple, easy, sanitaryhands do not touch the
doutjh. Two sizes. $2.00 and
CO
0.

.

despite the tact, Presl-Tafavorthle to revision of
at H time, be Will have
r.1 work !
win the standpatters in
ngr. ss over to tbis notion.
Thcv
lo. lot.g seen the advantages of
Willing to HIV e up tllu
!.'t ro HOC to
,1,1 sv
trading tariff later,
III
b
a. under the
ml.tb.lt in.ik.s it easier
tone n bid
t lomnutiee
it U not g.iinjt to
silprobably tor the wa
i
ami
tomil'lttee ! bott'e lll popVU'"
so su. h bills sre likely l.i get to

pe. te il that
d. lit
is
e s.be.ltile
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Scissors and Shears

Raabe
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I

for every imaginable purpose.
You will find many other useful
at our store.

!

FELL HEIR 10

THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
Good Things to Eat
J

Fl ÍHTUNE

I

Militant

WATCHES

VVTiv

We Want Your Orders for Christmas
Turkeys. Send Us Your Mail Orders

BEARS QUESTION COTTON

BOUND TO REVISE IT BY
SCHEDULE, SAYS MURDOCK

ir

5

ALMOST

Former Admirer Willed Thousand Acres of Timber to
But Changed Mind
Dec. 9. Prior to the
est).
the government very
Just Before Death.
should
be

OFFICIAL CROP ESTIMATE

We have an munii'm". stuck if hio.li i,riTile .tutus, must of
them taken in pawn, ulitili we aic .Mil. I. IXC at ruiccs that
say
e.iial value.
OTHER DHAU.US Mi 'ST I' AY
with cunfidcjKT that we ran snf vm nnmcy.

H. YANO

ROOSEVELT

í

N

N

1.

w-retu- ry
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or Hill be voted nil. Proh.lMv
of Ho Ml v ill pass. ns. lor
II fill to levise 10..
,i,d Si lied.
Pit when muí, Ldl ni io the
sod u. t mto the i.iu.n-- e rem-- ,
milt
Il'. v ,ll t.,. mu, h m..re apt to
'
i
nere.
thus p1i
" i r. be ble,utut
ke.l l.nies a comblim- ii, ii ol dentin rsts ami insurants coul.l
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New

York,

publication of
mute the market
nervous nj for the lust week or moro
there hurt been more or less heavy
by (smaller speculative
lliiuldutioti
longs, apprehensive that prices were
baned on nu under estimate of the

Do not put off your Christmas shopping until the lest iw
To make it worth your while to ubi ; early we (uote for
Saturday these exceptional bargains, The most appreciative Christ- -'
:.:;orted Onsen of (jrocerios.
nuts gift, as well oe the mo.
days.

16 lbs.

l'.end.

Ind.,

Dec.

W.

Theo-doi- e

Itoorevelt was presented with
1,000 acres i f valuable timber land
yield.
The report found the market well in Scott county, Tenn., by a former
Ikltilduted
of scattering speculative admirer, whose will was 'probated in
long interest and there also seemed South Pctid today, hut this man, Just
before his death, changed his mind,
lie
u large number of bulllshly disto
posed operators who had taken profits and in a codicil he bequeaths the enand who were brnughi. back into the tire property to his brother.
Charles VV. flail, who died in Hen-to- n
market by the prospect of a supply
Harbor, Mich, a year ago, left
which were considered Insufficient to
meet the normal requirements of the an i state worth between $100,000 and
00.000. His will was probated here
s.cni'on,
The bears maintain that the gov- - .'today.
eminent must have under estimated
the crop.
After closing nt the regular hour MARTIN INSISTS ON
the Kngllsh market reopened for busINVESTIGATION OF SALE
iness ,1ust before the government re
port was issued and remained open
OF LANDS IN PHILIPPINES
until the close of the market here
with th final prices there showing a
gain for the day cuivii)cnt to from
0 to J3 American points.
Washington, Dec. l. Hepresenta-tiv- e
Martin of Colorado, a democrat.,
who started the fight for an investigation of the sale of the friar lands in
the Philippines, made a statement before the house committee on insular
affairs today, outlining his charges
against the administration of those
lands by the Philippine government.
LOSE RICH LAND
The committee adjourned to meet
next Tuesday when Dean C. Worcester of the Philippine committee and
other members of u delegation that
have come to this country from MaCongress Rescinds Act Grant- nila are expected to testify.

advanced here.
pail of the heat
pure I.ard
$1.55
pail the best pure
SOc
l.ard
pail the best pure
5tl
l.ard
Svvlfl't; Premium Hacon,
).

--

sprati

CAUGHT

ido

lb
lb

Seeded

Haisins,

18e
10"

lb

Ferndell Macaroni; equal
In uuality to the iOc
imported varieties
Ferndell Spaghetti, lb
2 cans line Pumpkin
t packages finest Mince
Meat

15c
15c

25c

:

lbs. Hulk Mince Meat...
lbs. fine Prunes
2 lbs. Dried Apricots
2 lbs. Dried
Peaches
Ferndell Hawaiian Pineapple; the finest put In
2
3

25c
25c
25c
23c
25c

tans; extia large cans. .. Stic

In Our Bakery

can citra '.'Ine lied
pitted Cherries
o,,
Large jar Carter Pros.
Jams
(Any flavor new goods.)
hottles.l,-)Stuffed Olives,
Plain Olives,
bottles .. :.
Hipo Olives, pints
Hipe Olives, quurts
s.
Hipe olives, short pints. .. 15c
J'lum Pudding, Ferndell,
2,--

C

lb

1

35c

Pudding, Ferndell,
-.
Plum Pudding, large can8.$l.(HI
In Can Fruits and Vegetables
we are offering exceptional
low prices on high grade goods.
I et us assort p. case for you.
We guarantee our prices the
Plum

lbs

2

(j-

lowest.
our stick of CHRISTMAS
OANDIKS is the largest in the
Special Saturday price
city.
on Hulk Goods. POl'A'D, 2ilc.
Do not confuse these Candies with
glucose
candies.
These p.re pure sugar and fruit
juices.
Kvety pound Guaranteed under pure food law.

Department

Our cwn make Christmas Honey and Molasses Cakes and Fruit
Cakes ere different from anything else in the city.
F.ual In
everv respect to the finest Imported cukes.
OUR FRUIT CAKE
IS UNEXCELLED.

IN

SWISS 1IONKY ('ARKS,
SSKYIKNXA MOM- V I'AKKS.
Our own make Animal Crackers, with cok red sugar icing
just the thins to haiij? on Chri ntmtiB trees.
.Mocha ami I liicoln Cakes.
Uivec t aken of all kinds.
Small ( akes of all kinds.
HOT HOI.I.S, BlilvM) AND
Puffer t 'nkes.
CDFI'FK f.VKKN AT
Ang:el Foods.
II O'CLOCK.
Potato Cakes.
I

TENTACLES

Hams,

Swift's Premium

Í

ing White Members of Kiowa
Tribe Valuable Property Near WOMAN
Lawton.

Sl.0

Sugar

f0 lbs. Greejcy Potatoes ... S,"i"
sack 30c grade Co.- tee
i.ao
Coffee advanced :'() per cent
in the eastern markets buy
now the prices will scon be

(By Morning Journal Sserlnl Laosad Wlrr

South

I

I

Vni

CIIKN
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(Br Mnrnlnf Jonratl Buell Lcasad Wire)
Washington, Dec, 9. Charge:, of
Irregularity in connection with the
allotment of certain Indian lands In
Oklahoma were made in the house of
representatives today in connection
with the discussion and passage of the
Indian appropriation bill.
The charges, which were made by
A DOZKX KIXDKOPC IIFF-SF- .
KIM SII S II I I M F.N T O V
Chairman Iturke of the Jndltin uffnirs Fainting Victim Has Narrow
AM)
MF.ATK
SMOKI
committee, were?' that misrepresentaEscape When Sea Monster
JUST IX FHK.S1I.
tions to the committee at the last sesS.U SAGi; .H ST IX.
sion by certain inembers of the house
Beach
Lon
Her
'
at
Seizes
had led to the passage of nn net for
the enrollment in the Kiowa tribe of
Pleasure Pier,
Indians, and the allotment
of 100
acres of land to James P. Kowell,
when he was not entitled to it.
Howell, a white man, frim Connec- (Ht Morning Journal Socrlvl UihiI Wire)
ticut, who had married an Indian
JesDung Bench, Cal., Dec.
woman, It developed, had been allotted sie McDonald of Tucson, Aris., was
la...
Lawton,
land near
which a ia'ized by un octopus which she landok
I'niled States liup.ctor declared worth ed while fishing at Hie pier today.
$75,000 to $100,000.
The fish, which measured two feet
The committee had been Informed, across, immediately wound a tentacle
Mr. Ittirke said, that the land which
woman's ankle. Mrs.
Plume OKI.
Ill Wt'i-- t Copper Avenue.
Unwell was to receive was no more around the fainted, and so firm was
valuable than that usually given to McDonald
monster,
young
sea
grip of the
members of the tribe in which he the
that efforts of spectators to remove
sought enrollment.
were
it
unsiicceF? ful, until a fisherRepresentativo Morgan
of Okla
homa, declared that he had given such man applied a knife.
We have just received one (1) car of new Kaffir Corn, and
information to the committee at the
also one (1) car of new Milo Maize, which we sell at $1.05 per
lime, and thought it correct.
100 pounds.
summer he learned, he said, that the
We sell Corn at $l.5 per 100 pounds; Wheat at $2.00: Corn
in
liMid was more valuable than he had
Chop
at $1.115, and Hulled 1! arlcy at MI5 imt sai'k.
It was finally decided to let
realized.
All this grain is of superior quality and guaranteed by us.
the question of liowell's citizenship in
Try our Gramma. Hay, which is clean and without dust and
the Indian tribe go to the courts, hut
Dec. 10. The village
superior to any Kansas, natl ve or any ether kind of Hay in the
the bill will withdraw, for the time of Kaliiiua.oo. fifteen
of
miles
south
Mendon.
market.
being, Howell's right to ail allotment.
here is burning. A call for the Kalamazoo fire department to send aid
was received at 2 o'clock and a
voters self today In the bath room of
This great body of
carrying; a portion of the niary.
asked no pledge of the candidates. home here.
department has left for that place.
General Randolph was a native of
They received none.
"Three-fourth- s
of the legislative Pennsylvania, and by his conspicuous
supporters expressed no will. Dr. service with the volunteers from that
Wilson would have the men .thus state in the civil war. won his first
elected, recognize a law which seeks commission in the regular army.
He leaves a widow and two daughto evade the constitution. He would
have them disregard the interest of ters.
the
discovered
Mrs. Randolph
0.
Chairman the vast body of voters because
Washington,
Dec.
have expressed a preference." body, having been attracted to tho
Tavvney of the hous,. committee on
.shot.
bath room by the sound of the
a ppriipriiulona, wlio nas ocen moroi-je- d
General Randolph was 6il .years obi.
SON'S
II I ADVISI'I)
by a hoist of his colleagues in an W
Pi t I.AItKS STATU II AIK.MAXTi.
effort to find out what he purposes
Santa Claus matinee, Gem, today.
Newark. N. J., Dee. 0. James
to do to provide appropriations for
of au- Nugent, chairman of the New Jersey
.j.
$2.000.000
carrying
the
out
InTheft of Piesiclent's Gavel
state democratic committee, in regard
thorizations made by congress last
say,
a
We
clear conscience,
with
for public buildings, has an- to the netiatorshlp controversy, today we have tho best 35c and 40c Cofcident of Final Day's Session session
in part:
nounced that his committee will not said"Governor-eleca
town.
little confidence
Have
fee
in
t
Wilson's statement and try it. C. & A. Coffee
provide a dollar for public building
Co.
of Convention at Phoenix,
me.
lias
amazed
MaiA'cagh
Secretary
purpi ses unless
"Dr. Wilson was elected upon its
so recommends.
Santa Clans matinee Gem, today.
Hcpreseiitatlves who have talked platform. So were the members of
Iftf Morning Jnumill 8iH0lal Laaard Wlr
vvltli Secretary MucVeagh say he Will the legislature.
w
w
0c 5c I lie 5c 10,'
"Every ell isher of the parly will 5c 10c 5c
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. Ü. The constinot submit any estimates lo provide
dissension thnt may weaken
Sal unlay MUSIC SAI.K Saturday
tutional convention of Arizona ad- for the authorized structures and that deplore
AT
journed sine di,, at
o'clock this the treasury is not in ahupe just now us. Dr. Wilson's act is certainly
I. KMIV ltll-- l IMHAI XX CO.
afternoon, atler being In session
to stand an additional drain of such
I
I He 5r
tli
5c 10c .
10c
5c
davs adopting a constitution dimensions.
designated by the majority of memDESPONDENT RETIRED
bers as the most
progressive ever
Santa Clans matinee. Gem. today.
ARMY OFFICER A SUICIDE
flamed and by the minority as the
most .'ocialistic.
nn.. republican only, John I.aiigdon.
of Globe, signed the document.
He
Washington, Dec. 9. Surrendering,
was given an ovation which lasted
it Is believed, to a fit of despondency,
M veral minutes, tine democrat.
by protracted illness,
Major
caused
ol Kiybee, declined to sign, exGeneral Wallace E. Randolph. United
plaining that he voted wllh the oppoarmy,
retired, veteran of the
tutea
sition because he believed the recall,
civil and Spanish wars, and former
as applied to the judiciary, would deartillery,
of
shot and killed him
chief
stroy the Independence of state courts
and Invite the disapproval of President Tall. 'I'ti t Ii i II of Greenlee county,
If your I'll! no or Orjtuu needs attention
was the only other democrat who votCanned
ed against the constitution, but he
call
signed.
Limn Ion was also tbe only
republican who voted for It. the final New Jersey Governor-elect- 's
vote being ta t 12. Souvenir hunters looted the convention hall during
Attempt to Influence SelecSliced Peaches for Cream.
the noon in
and the gavel of PresSweet Pickled Piache,
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ident Hunt, which he Intended
tion of Senator Denounced as
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days later. Then
henaii searching
the town for bini with no fueoess.
Yesterday Mrs. F.tclieverry became
uneasy. She WHS convinced her friend
had mel Willi loul trealmem, and she
appealed to Detective
Stanse. She
told him she knew- - that Mr. Welch
SIXTY
was on tho Fqnure and that something
serious had liapponci to nun. Slo
said II was impossible lor him t d
,
nn thing w rong.
!et tile Stansel got busy and soon
an
Intoxicated man anENTOMBED
learned that
swering the description ni Web b had
bren sien at Socorro, X. M. Hut the
detective got no further, for Mrs.
I rom
a double Nelson hold after the
Ktehevcrry returned to his office with
Kelly. N. M. U was
men had wrestled 111 minutes and 14
in a letter byfrom
Mr. Webb nuil enclosed
seconds, ami the second from a bar Meagre Reports of Disaster
written
money
for her money.
arm hold at the end oi: minutes find
Canadian Northwest; Two a So that'sorder
how Welch tonnd himsell
secunda.
stopped the search for his dead
Bodies Taken Out By Rescue and
body in F.l Paso. Mr. Welch not only
forgot
the money, but ho nlsoleft his
trunk lit Kl Paso.
SEVEN TEAMS LEFT Party,
Santa Clans matinee, 'I. in. todav.

HIS

NEW BASEBALL LEAGUE

WORRIES THE MAGNATES

WRECKS

EXPLOSION

in

1

The gathering
baseball Il!R(?tiaU8
for
their annual meeting here next week
is believed likely to develop the staf-- t'
the "Third League" baseball
movement. From what enn he learned in advance there seems to be less
worry among the club presidents than
there was H few weeks ago renardlnii
the moves of 1). A. Fleteher, promoter
of the proposed rival organization. If
the reports of ground lost by Fleteher in his efforts to eorral star players and secure other support for the
led outlaw circuit are confirmed when the magnates get together
there is raid to be little likelihood of
official cognizance heiiiy; taken of the
third league proposition.
New

Of till.'

York, Doc.

.

I'll?

IN SIX OA! RAGE

WED CADILLAC
Cadillac,

Mich.,

Dec.

fl.

GIRL

Ad

SECTIOfi

Weary Riders Only Kept on
Track By Liberal Use of
Stimulants; Four
Leaders

íi

A00LPH WOLGAST TO

Tied,
Br Morning Journal Huitlnl l.ned Wire
New York, hoc. 10. At the end of
tin. 12 2nd hour, but seven teams were
loll oi the fifteen which started Monday. Collins and Drobach withdrew
alter a short sprint at o'clock thin
morning. In which Drolmch fell and
broke his collarbone.
Alter the teams settled down again
it was seen that Unit and Clarke had
regained one lap. while Cameron and
Halstead had lost two more.
At 2 a. m. the score stood;
Fogb't-- 1 lill.
tool Aloran, 2,22S.:
1

Wol-IfiiK-

t.

lightweight champion pugilist,
unit Miss Mildred Knsign of this city,
having
a quiet laugh at the exlire
pense of their friends. Home
time
ano it was announced that they were
snoii to tie married and now that a
rumor has been set in circulation that
2, 22X.Ü:
the ceremony has already been per- 2,22S.w;
formed, they refuse to confirm or
2.22S.H;
2.22S.7
deny the report.
2.22S.7; CamIt was expected the wedding would eron- Halstead, 2.2 2(i.f..
The
record for the same hour in
take text oi the anniversary of
90S was 2.3(13 miles, 2 laps, made by
victory over Battling Nelson.
Miss Knsign said the champion had Domara and Hill.
At 10 o'clock last night the teams
promised to retire alter his next bat-HShe said she would not witness stood as follows:
Jap.
2. ICO miles,
arena.
near
the
Hie bout but would be
I

--

llchir-Conllct-

t,

West-Demar- a,

liutt-Clai'k-

:

e,

YVol-cast'- s

1

Knot-Mnrn-

1

Fogler-llil-

2.tt;o miles, 1 lap.
2.160 miles, 1 lap.
2.1fi0 miles.
2,lt!ft miles.
2,1"!1 miles,

l.

Ili

RESULTS

RACING

Mitten-ThomaCollins-Drobac-

Al Jacksonville.
featJacksonville. Flu.. Iec. !) The llnii-orlure of the afternoon's racing at
Havene,
was the victory of
about
whose chances 100 to 1 could be obtained at one time, the closing odds
being K0 to 1. lie got up in time to
win the third vnce by a head.
First race, Breeder's purse, 6 furlongs:
lxm Lanier won; Anna, seeing; Madeline I.., third. Time, 1:14
furlongs: Darling
Second race, 5
won: I'lanutess, second; Vnca, third.

Journal Siiwlal Intrd WlreJ
Vancouver. It. I".,' Dec. 9 Sixty
miners have beep entombed In the
HAND
Bluebird eolliety at Frank. Alberta,
as a result of an explosion which
Tw o bodies ha e
llu ro today.
'been found by rescue parties. It is
believed that some id' the miners entombed In the mine may be alive and
strenuous el'loi ts are being made to
reach them.
Details of the disaster are lacking.
The only, news received here won
contained in a private message re Santa Fe Employe Who Received tonight which said that uu ex
fuses to Pay Fine Has Ovei
nloslon occurred in the mine late to
day.
$2000 Sewed Up in His
The Binchlrd colliery Is a few mil
from Frank, an Important coal minSeveral years ago the
im: center.
tow ii was the scene of an unusual
a mountain crashing down
il Inn mi or
ever the town and burying scores of (Spclid Illmiauh to tli Momia Jouraul
people.
Broseott, Ariz., Dee. 9. Willi
sewed neatly In his clothing.
Thomas liedden, section hand of the
Santa Fo at Blneveta, refused to pay
a paltry 13(1 to the county for a crime
BOARD
be Was found guilty of at Ash Fork, a
few- d.'ivs ago.
This siarillng revolution of ready money he had secreted
on his person was made alter he had
been placed In the custody of Deputy
Sherlir Bartlett, and brought to this
city to serve his sentence. Thedis- covery was nslonnding to i in leer Bart
lett, Boddcn being rated as a man of
little meanH.
Beddeii is charged with assaulting
several women residing at tho rail
road station, displaying a gun and
threatening to kill all of them. A
engineer appeared at the
Announcement of Continuance locomotive
place and succeeded in placing hint
under arrest, when ho was taken to
of Present Church Govern- Ash
Fork for trial.
money was found neatly sewed
ment Foilows First Meeting In The
almost all part- - of his apparel.
Several big bills wolo Included in
After Mrs, Eddy's Death.
the capital stock of this offender, who
It appears has also a bank aecoiinl
at Flagsiafl.
!
Wlrrl
I
Bueclal
Bf Morning Jnurnit!
!).
Santa Claus matinee. Coin, today.
that
A
declaration
Boston, Dec.
tWy Miirninc

Cameron-Halstea-

la ps.

9

FULL

OF MONEY

OF DIRECTORS

RULE CHRISTIAN

SCIENCE

The Girl Who Lives Alone

SPIRITUAL ADVISER

whether she attends college or goes to business, needs the
Perfection Oil Heater. It will heat a cold, cheerless
boarding house or dormitory room and make it livable. It
is always a ready help in the many
things women do for themselves
in their rooms. With the damper
top opened it will heat water for:
tea or cocoa ; it will dry the small
articles that a woman prefers to.
wash herself in her own room. It
will quickly heat an iron or curling;
tongs; quickly dry wet shoes or.
skirts an ever ready help for the'
woman who lives alone, depend- -'
cnt on her own resources. The'

POLITICAL

TO

UNEMPLOYED
Edwaid Shaushnessy Explains1
His Connection With Efforts
to Defeat New York Antl-- j
Betting Bills,

j

Bt Mnmific Jounisl Botcl.il 1 ,wd Wlr
New
F.dward
Dec.
York.
Shaughliessv
a former slate senate
sleuogia p her, who now describes himself as
"spiritual and philosophical ad.
visor-- ' to (he politically
unemployed,
expressed his surprise before the joint
legislative Investigating committee to- dav that there should he anv doubt
bis identity or bow ho earned $l.(iao
from the J.
club lor leglidatlvol
work.
Test ninny before the ommilteo had
oonnected his nenie with such n payment, hut it was not brought out who
he was. At this Sliaulinessv
Indignation and In a long letter
to the committee he claims a loading
part in the repiibliean nomination in
null of J. l.lllu Bruce, now chief
""ulisel of the ooniinls'ion, for the
governorship, and he
lieutominl
(looted letters from Mr. Bruce lo show

RFJECTI
SMOKELESS
Absolutely smokeless and odorless
fs invaluable in its capacity of quickly givine heat. It will burn
nine hours with one filling. It is safe, smokeless and odorless;
has a cool handle and a damper top.

,

i

An indicator shows the amount of oil in the font. The filler-ciIs put in
like a cork in a bottle, and is attached to the font by $ chain. It has an automatllame spreader, which prevents tha wick from being
turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to remove and drop back so the
wick can be quickly cleaned.
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedped, and can be unscrewed
In an instant for rewickitiK. f inished in japan or nickel, strong, durable, weU
made, built for service, and yet light and ornamental.
kvtrymlurt. '.' ' t ct yours, wr.tr fjr 4tttrtfHm circular
Zil.'
p

ic-locking

their acquaintanceship.
ilis employment by the Jockey club.
lii' says, eame about through .1,osoph
F. Aurebaeh of counsel tor tb (lull.
and he stipulated that h,. won III "look
after the Cassidy Ionising hill" on
should be
dil ion t hut llo ol Hit pel n
si lit to Albany and that not a dollar
should be spout for votes or an.v other

purpose."

Tho eomnilssion gave
with no comment.

nil the letter

to tn4 Httlrtst crrncy of Int

wMMnF

'

7

mm

Continental Oil Company
(ncrpor.t.d)

"VlllMii!itmmni

1

W

otnmii'slon from eiilorcini; an order
roqulriiiu Ibeni to desist lor two yenrs
fi'.-II. Voiinu, a shipper of
civ inn
produ, ts through (he port
cottons
id' lialvesiou, "unless pr. icience ami

WOMEN SIT THROUGH

Tho terminal company claimed he
was thereby subjected lo discrimina-

DISGUSTING

(

PANAMA BOND ISSUE

adv.--

HOT ATTRACTIVE

maces."

tions.'

Tin; order terminated September 1.
1911. Th,. case itself. .Mtonicy .Maxwell Kcarts said, raised tho points as
to whether the interstate commerce
commission had power to regulate a
terminal enmpnuv merely because its
stock was owned bv a corporation

ODDEI iL

miles, 9 laps,
2,15
laps,
miles,
Tlie record lor the HMh hour i.
2.2S5 miles, 5 laps, made by Domara
in interstate
commerce and
muy regulate Le Blanc Murder Trial Becomes
and Hill in 1S0K.
whether tho conimls-loF.very rider is beginning to show
commerce on the bih seas.
Duel of Wits Between Little
Be
May
conNew
Legislation
the effects of the strain, and only
stant urging by trainers and n sub
Servant Girl and Widow of
Necessary to Find Market for
stantial supply of stimulants keep the the government of the enrtsuun
men on their wheels.
F,ver since Science church under tlie noarit oi
Victim,
New
to
to
noeoniing
Wednesday the
Proposed
Securities
contestants
have directors will continue
AT
dropped behind the world's record.
the ideas of Mrs. Mary Baker C. Kddy
Avoid Impairing Those AClarke and Kutt are in better con was made public tonight by the five
Time. 1:07
meeting
dition
specfollowing
others,
than
the
lirst
and
the
tha
directors,
lll.T Morning Journal Koorinl l.ratrñ Wlrrl
Third race, 6 furlongs: Havre won; tators were calling on them constantly of the hoard since Airs, rainy s cum.
lready Outstandin
ALASKA GOAL
nmhrhlk'c, .Mass., lec. 9. Tho Lo
Marie llvde, second; Sam Mathews, tonignt to sprint.
This statement was signed ny Mepiieu
I'.lanc murder trial today wits a lonir
a.
At midnight, tilo 120th hour, the A. Chase,
third. Time, 1:14
Alcl.elian,
Archibald
Fourth race, 7 lurlongs: Alclrain teams stood as follows:
distan, e dud by legal methods beStewart, John V. Dittemore n nil Adam
! Wlri)
Hj Mumble Journal Koei'1.,' '
Moron-lion- t.
won; TSddfi, second; County Tax, third.
2,19:, miles, (! laps.
Dickey, who constitute tile board
ii.
MaU.
tween the youthful defend nit. I Initio
Washington.
C.
I.
Fogler-llil- l,
Time. 1:27
2,I9." miles, ti laps.
f directors.
LAND
,vld- l.o I tin ne and Mrs.
6
today
lo
furlongs:
chinery
in
was
Danfield
set
motion
Hehlr-- t ioullot, 2.195 miles. 6 laps.
Fifth race,
"The authority given to tlie honrd
Malitine,
ovv of tlie VV'althmaii I. mum man. Tho
second;
won: Svlvestris,
2,195 miles, 5 laps. of directors by the church manual re. $8000 Worth of Lands Sold in provide for an issue of Panama canal
2,195
dórense directed all Its shafts at
miles,
third. Time 1:13
mains Intact, and is fully adequate for
a drain upon the working
Vicinity of Petroleum Strike; bonds to end
Sixth race, mile and a sixteenth: laps.
while tho prosecution aounlit
the government of the organization in
n
treasury
of
wnlch
Cameron-Halsteatho
balance
won;
.
1'rlncelike,
2,195 miles, 4 all Its affairs.
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policy
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necimd; KUwin -, third. Time, 1:47. la ts.
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servant
"The
Secretary of the Treasury MaoVenBh
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when under Mrs. Kddy's direction,"
.Nearly a dozen men and vvommi
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(he
on
a
on
had
Position
Government's
2,195
conference
3
At I'ensaeola.
Ioiir
laps.
says the statement. It continues;
niibf,
wore on the witness stand. Their tesThe record for the 12oth hour is
Pensacola. Dec. 9. First race, six
"The board is in completo harmony Siw-la- l rorreKMndenea to Morale Jnnrnsll with Sonaior Aldrich chairman o
timony ten, led to show that tllover
Mineral
of
Lands
Withdrawal
on
senate
finance.
the
furlongs: Night Mist won: IMensing,- - 2.324 miles, made by Butt and Stoll in and hundreds of teletrrams anil letters
committee
was
persistent In his attentions to
Tucumcarl. X. .M lec. N. Consid
It a pp or, rod that several eom.dlon
received from branch churches and
fiecrnd: Knglish Ksther, third. Time. 1 90S.
women: that his wife
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further
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that
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societies throughout the world show
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and
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race,
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that
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of the (il strike made this
was heard to gay more than once that
BiG ROAD RACE FROM
posed now securities are in find
support of the entire denomination.
Nelson won; I.'appollo, second; Ulair
ho would like to kill him and that
by the Ktute I,ine nil
Investment market
depresslnif ihe more (Iljr Momio Journal Soeclal
without
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instructions
"The
adciiualo
Tlaggley, third. Time, 1:11.
written
Wire
applied Indecent epithet to him.
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and decisions of Airs. Kddy under ompany east of Tucumciirl, and 18,- - than Í 700, OHO, noil of two per cent
only
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Science
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NOW BEING ARRANGED has grown and prospered, including
leoiil point Involved In his case is the unprintable nature. The women In
i'p.dcr the authorization
of th
Regards, third. Time, 1:1S
hood of tlie strike have been sold,
court room and there were,
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Walnuts-

promise and that lha other three
counta ugaitiat hlrn will be dismissed.
IN
Wool &
A teum of the Koswell
Hide company, hitched to a coal vagón, ran away in a twenty foot alley
yesterday afternoon, crashed Into a
team of the Dilley Furniture company,
damaged one of the city sprinklers
and finally overturned ltd own waKon.
Nothing was seriously damaged
the water wagon.
Frank lioscoe. a led of fifteen year
wan arrested last night for stealing
a 1 15 act of harness and Belling It at
a. second hand atore for a dollar.
The health of Koswell and general
sanitary conditions are the best In her ARMED
GUARDS WATCH
history, according to the report last
night of City Physician VV. T. Joyner, BLACK RANGE WATER HOLES
TyphoRJ fever has
to the council.
been practically stamped out.

RANGE WARFARE
SIERRA

CHAVES COUNTY

-

much better than California
DELEGATES PLEDGED
Walnuts and no higher, lb. 25c
AGAINST PARTY STAND

.

Chestnuts 20c lb., 2 lbs for 35c
Pecans

Filberts

1,

Almonds

Brazils

Peanuts

Popcorn

Try

a can

of Club House

Peaches in Cordial
Extra fine Native Lettuce
Spinach
Celery
Turnips
Beets
'
Parsley
Carrots
Squash
Radishes
California Tomatoes
Pumpkins
Jersey and Native Sweets
House

Club

Crab

Japanese

you will like it

Meat

Oranges
Imported Grapes
Fresh Cocoanuts
Bananas
Grape Fruit
Club House White Cherries for
Salads and Table use

Fancy Table Raisins
California Figs
Imported Figs
Candied Peels and Citron
Seeded Raisins
Seedless Raisins
Club House Cleaned Currants
Prunes and Dried Fruits
House

Club

Hawaiian

Pine-

-

apples

Specials
For Today Only
100 lbs. best Greeley Potatoes
$1.85
101b. sack Corn Meal
30c

Mb. cans best Hawaiian
Pineapple 25c
1

an

Koswell, N. M , Pec. 7. J wo nuu- rom an
lrcd and fifty demócrata
rojuiMm
over
huves county, in
yesterday afternoon, selected fourteen delcgatea to the demo ratio terheld
ritorial convention, called to be con
it Santa F on December I (. to pro
sider the party's stand on the
Mexico.
posed constitution ol ,M
n
I'he delegates go instructed 10
and voti- - against any attempt to omu
the party for or against the cniwi tuition. This reMUlt was secured after
a feeble fight hud been made by a few
to pledge the delegates against the
(institution. The final vote siiowku
only eight against the. proposition
j he
it to bind ttie party at an.
Ideas of the great miijority were for- ly
resolution,
submitted
initialed In a
ames K. lilnklc, ami curried with out
!fhf votes aaainst It.
The delcgiitlon Delected are: John
A. I'rnlt. W. A. I'hilllpa. Dr.
W. Kht-a- ,
W. T. Jovner, John VV. I'oc, H. M.
flow, J. P. White, J). P. (irelner nnd
(I. I. Wyllys of JtoHWcll; Jim Wlllium-H.i- n
of lliigerrnun; F. U. Melilhop of
Dexter; S. VV. Holder of Uike Arthur,
VV, II. Scott
of Kennit, unu John 1.
Heal of Flalnvlew.
themMany democrat" expensed
selves openly as Intending to vote for
predictwas
It
anil
the constitution
ed by many that the constitution will
curry Chaves county with a big majority. Chaves county Is two to one

democratic,
KcKOlllllOII.
The democracy of Chaves county,

Apples

v

Question to Be
Decided by Individual and In
dependent Vote Say Resolu
tions at Roswell.

Non-oartis-

qt. jar Mince Meat
30c

3 yellow Pie Pumpkins
25c

duly
mans convention
X. M..
In
assembled, believing the question of
adopting" or rejecting the proposed
constitution for the state of New
question,
Mexico to be a
which should be decided by the Judgment and conscience of each Individual voter, and realizing that It Is
absolutely Impossible to harmonize
and bind, the democratic party oí
Chaves county to either the policy of
adopting or the policy of rejecting
constitution, ami rec
this proposed
ognizing the fact that any attempt to
bind the members of the democratic
party of Chaves county to either one
of said policies will result In and

bring about unnecessary

gal. pure Corn Syrup
45c

5 lbs. new California Walnuts

$1.00

nncl

ON MIMBRES

Hold Annual Election,

HhHI

CoriwiHinileaca ta Morntna Jonraal
Vaughn. N. M., IVc. H. Arrange
ments art being uiaile by the Catholic
Indies here tu huí. I a buzar, the pro- ils to be UMi-ifor the purpose of
building a Catholic church.

IScv Father Jules II Mullido, pas
tor at Tin iitiK in i. spent Saturday w ith
Irieiids in YatiKhn on his return trip
from All'Uipieroui'. win-rbe was the
and Mis. Sinilhcra of the
hotel.

.Mr

(NpeHal Correapondencs to Moraine Journal
Denting. N. M., Dec. 8. Mr. C. It.
Hambo, living- - fifteen miles southwest
of Doming, has Just brought In a fine
irrigating well, JH9 feet deep. The
stratum was 18
first water-bearin- g

feet thick and was encountered at a
depth of 36 feet. A second stratum
of four feet was encountered at about
sixty feet and seven other atrata
were encountered varying In thickness from eighteen Inches to four feet,
making an aggregate of 48 feet of
strata. While this well
has not been tested, there belnr no
engine on the ground of sufficient
power to test It, it will deliver at least
1,000 gallons per minute when proper machinery Is Installed. Mr. Ham.
bo Is now Installing a pumping plant
and Intends to crop fifty aerea the
coming season.
C. F. Herry, living fourteen miles
southwest of Demlng. has Installed lit
his well a No. 5 pump which Is ophorse-powe- r
erated by u twenty-fiv- e
crude oil engine. The total depth of
this well Is 186 feet and In It thirty-fiv- e
g
material
feet of
wag encountered. The pumping depth
depump
Is sixty-fiv- e
feet, and the
livers s00 gallons per minute. Mr.
Itcrry la putting In one hundred acres
this year In crops.
The annual smoker and election of
officers of the Demlng Chamber of
Commerce will be held December 14,
7:80 p. ni. Plans are made for a removement
newal of the
which bore fruit eight months ago In
of
organization
Chamber
of
the
the
has
Tho organization
Commerce.
gained In strength steadily since Its
birth, and since It Is now firmly established and bringing returns, it Is
expected that this gathering of the
develop
14 will
faithful December
much strength as will Justify tho organizations entering new and broader
water--

bearing

wnter-bearin-

ill town oil business.

Hardin Clarke and family, who left
Vaughn Intending to remain away
perniHiietitiv. have returned bete to
e, and will go Into business here.
J M. I'.irdue, who Is spending the
lilt it In 1 a el, is now at Pasadena.

bis friends

STOLEN HORSES BROUGHT

BACK FROM ARIZONA
Imperial

From now until Christmas
we shall have daily the

finest Poultry to be

ob-

tained.
LIVE TURKEYS
LIVE CHICKENS
HOME DRESSED

TURKEYS
HOME DRESSED

CHICKENS

filarles Van Horn, ('tilled States
government inspector, trom Santa Fe,

Phone us your order, or
better still, come in and
pick them out.
NEW SWEET CIDER

50c a gallon
Bring your jug or send it in
by our wagons.
MEAT DEPARTMENT

Freshest Steaks, Chops.
and Roasts
SEALSHIPT OYSTERS

CrrwMi4!K

Koswell.

to Moralaa Jos nut 11
R.
N. M., Dec.
(Vputy

Sberilf Jim Johnson arrived last night
from Phoenix, bringing
Win. Huse-iiiearresie.l there upon word from
SPeritf C. - I'.Hllard. of this city, on
n charge of ree.iMne two horses that
were stolen by K. White am) J.
out on the plains, and
brought to
ll.
Iluivmri rr furnished $7 50 bond Immediately after
bis arrival here nn.l will be arraigned
soon in district court.
D. It. Palrl. k pi. . i. ie, guilty In district court yesterday niternoon t.
selling Ii.iior without a liecnsc. It ts
understood the flea ra me aa com- er

l!",

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE
NOW DISCONTINUED

Clocks
Drinking Sets
Ink Stands

Richelieu Grocery

and MarKet
TROTTER, Prop.
116 W. Gold Ave.

FRANK

235 -- Tclcphones-236

DEGREE

er

Kinds

Books of all kinds. The largest line of Gift and Children's Books in the city, Footballs, Boxing Gloves and a

thousand and one other articles that make useful and
appropriate Christmas Gifts.

IN THE SECOND

the
While
of their winter reserve.
ranchers along those creeks realize
to
rights
legal
that they have no part
of governthat part or any other
ment range, yet they feel aggrieved,
and retaliation Is being tulked of.
Bernard and Commie
Most of the running water and the Ed.
water holes are on patented lands,
Prather Convicted on Charge
some of them belonging to one of the
large cattle companies und the owners
of Killing David P. Windsor;
have warned the sheep herders not to
water their flocks on these patented
Court Clemency Asked,
litnds. In order to make the warning
more effective men with Winchesters
have been stationed on some of the
ranches and if the strangers should fSperlal Dispatch to tha Morulas Journal
Koswell, N. M., Dec. 9. After beins
show any inclination not to heed the
warning trouble may follow.
out twenty-tw- o
hours, the Jury in the
case of the territory versus Ed BarThe completion of the school house nard and Commie Prather, to night
has been further delayed by the
discovery that one of the front walls returned a verdict of guilty of murder
was sagging, the supports of the main in the second degree. Kurnard and
door being Insufficient to carry the Prather were charged with killing
weight of the walls above It. The de- David P. Windsor on the plains July
fect is being remedied by columns designed to relieve the doors of the 25 last. The Jury recommended the
defendants to the mercy of the court.
weight and It is hoped that the buildJury was
ing will be completed by the middle While the Karnard-Prathof this deliberating, another Jury was empan-nele- d
The erection
of January.
Internal
and tried T. L. Durham on a
builtlhiK has caused more
strife and haa broken more old friend- charge of selling luiuor without a
ships than any event in the recent his license. He wub found not guilty.
tory of this town. Three tliirereni
and distinct boards of school direcWhen you have a cold get a bottle
tors have been in existence at various of Chamberlain's Cough Kemedy. It
was
building
started
will soon fix you up all right and will
times since the
and most of the member of those ward off any tendency toward pneuboards are no longer on speaking monia. This remedy contains no
terms with each other.
opium or other narcotic and may be
given as confidently to a baby us to
in
Sold by all dealers.
Vleg,
who is Interested
an
Albert E.
.
man
who
Mine
and
Wicks
Gulch
the

Fancy Jewel and Puff
Boxes
Leather Goods, Including:
Ladies' Hand Bags
Gentlemen's Bill Books
and Card Cases
Stationery
Chafing Dishes
Coffee Percolators
Baking Dishes
Christmas Cards of All

Waterman Fountain Pens
Conklin Fountain Pens
Eastman Kodaks
Toilet Sets
Military Brush Sets
Manicure Sets
Brass Goods of All Kinds,
Including:
Desk Sets
Candle Sticks

i

116 West Gold Ave.

NEW CATHOLIC CHURCH
FOR TOWN OF VAUGHN
NOW BEING PLANNED

Appropriate Christmas Gifts

IsHcgnte Andrews Hopes to Prevail
on PostmuMer General to Jieooii-sitle- r
Action.
(Sparlal Dispatch to tha Moraine Journal)
Twenty Thousand Sheep Driven Koswell, N. M., Dec. 9. The Roswell Automobile company tonight reInto Foothills and Trouble is ceived
the following messuge from
Delegate Andrews, from Washington,
Expected; Heart Burnings relative
to the discontinued automobile mail route between Koswell and
Over School House,
Vaughn: "Have the matter before the
postmaster general and have hopes of
winning out." The service has now
(Special CorrmpondeBca t Moroiw Journal
been out two days.
Hlllsboro. N. M., Dec. 7. A range
is
threatenwar of some proportions
ed in this county for the first time
in manv years. Certain sheep owners GUILTY
Valley In the south and
from
Montlcedo In the north, have moved
large
flocks, estimated at
their

Total of 48 Feet of Water Bear
head into the foothills of the
Hlack Range along the Hero, Animas
ing Strata Discovered; Dem- - and
Salada creeks, where there iE exr r
feed, ánd they are eating resime Lnamoer or commerce to cellent
dent rattle, "goat and sheep men out
- i

and will be built of stone with a
pressed brick front, the rooms to be
heated by steam. The award calla for
daya.
the completion within ninety on
the
Work has been resumed
&
Home
main biTilding or the Simpson
corner
on
plant
company'a
the
Lumber
of Main and Monroe streets. Work
was temporarily abandoned clue to the
lack of material, but this lack has
now been adjusted, and the buildings
will soon be finished.

OFllER

and Market

i

PHONE 72

IRRIGATION

Grocery

Cal., and has remembered

214 Central Ave.

FOB

WELLS

Richelieu

Kansas Eggs, doz
35c lure with souvenirs from that (dace.
C. C. Hunt, part owner of the
60c MmMail.
Home Ranch Eggs, doz
Pablo iiiii.li. was In town jester- lay.
Conncll's Sanitary Eggs,
doz
80c ALLEGED RECIPIENT OF

A. J. Maloy

PRE

TWO

dissension In the ranks of the party.
and tend to disorganize the same at
lime when It should be united and
harmoniously preparing for the battle to be waged at the first election
of state otrieers.
Now, therefore, be It resolved,
first, that we question the wisdom and
right of the democratic territorial
organisation to bind the members of
of usefulness.
the party, on a matter of referendum. fields
after it has been submitted to tne
people; second, that the fourteen
legales selecteil to represent ennvea
county In the territorial convention
to be held at Santa Ke on the I Till
lay of December, 1I0, be and hereby
are instrucleii to worg aim vote
against any and every attempt of said
'invention to bind the party for or
against the proposed constitution, and
against any anil every attempt of said
(invention to ciTinmlt the party or
the members thereof to the policy of
idoptlng or rejecting said constitu
tion; third, that in the event the majority of the delegates in convention
iMsembled
at Santa re, on the inn
day of December, 11H, Insist upon
a commuting policy o fthe party, then
said delégales are Instructed to work
nd vote for all propositions favor
ing the adoption of said constitution
so that immediate statehood may be
secured; fourth, that said delegates
be Instructed to vote as a unit and
the delegates present at said conven-- I
thin are empowered to cast the full
te of the county, nnd In the event
no delegates are present, tnen w. II.
Walton, chairman of the territorial
entral committee, be and Is hereby
FINE LOT OF MALLARD
tnpowered to cast the full Vote of
Chaves county agreeable and In ac- DUCKS FOR TODAY
ordauce with the foregoing Instruc.
tlous and resolutions,

guest or
Alvaiaiio

1

strife

COUNT!

THREATENED

DEMOCRATS
Grenoble
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MATSON'S

a

suance of passes, the western roads
have determined to curtail the privilege, although not to- - such un extent
us was reported originally.
ll will be recalled that the commission a few weeks ugo suggested to the
railroads of the country that they get
together upon the free transportation
proposition, agree on a uniform
and vest authority to issue passes
of whatever kind in on(. official of
each line. The suggestion appealed to
some of the roads and it is understood that initial steps wort, taken to
put them into practice.
Others, however, cither opposed it
openly or manifested an indifference
that amounted to opposition, therefore little has been done.

I

5c Music Sale, Music Salo, 10c.
500 copies, 500 copies.

Latest music, latest music.
5c, 10c,
I.ec.rnard-l.lndeman-

5c, 10c, 5c, 10c.
n
Co.

hys-te-

Girl for general housewages to competent
Apply 708 West Copper.

WANTED

work; good

girl.

We board and caro for horses.
The best of care guaranteed. W. L.
Trlmhto & Co.. 113 North Second St.

Slowly made, surely good

ad-vl-

aged the property until last spring,
arrived In town to inspect the new
workings. He will stay several days.
According to Mr. Vieg, who is an exmining engineer, a cross-cu- t
pert
driven from the 375 weet level has
proceeded for 31 feet without striking
the wall and that for the entire distance the vein matter averages 111
a ton. This proves that the ore
In this camp inereuse In size
and value with depth, as the vein mat
on
the surface is not continuous
ter
but broken up with "horses" between
which only stringers of ore are being
found.

RALFOUR

GENERAL
MASTER

its

W. O. Thompson, editor of the Advocate, has Just returned from an extended horseback trip into the north.
ern half of the county. He reports
that mining operations in the Hlack
Kange district at Chloride are quiet,
except that the U. 8. Treasury mine
ts making preparations to erect a suitable mill to treat its accumulations of
ore on the dump and blocked out below.

from
Alex Mexwell. a merchant
Las Palomita, reports great activity
Mini's
camp
Vanadium
the
of
In the
company and ut the Elephant liutte

dnm. both of which enterprises are
bringing considerable money Into the

county.

Former Santa Fe Agent Assumes Entire Charge of
Albuquerque Yard With
Jurisdiction Over Trainmen,

'"iaMjiP

'

""

William Ilulfour, who was recently
succeeded as local Santa Fe agent by
J. P. Johnson of Trinidad, was yes-

terday appointed general yardmaster

of the Albuquerque yard, effective immediately.
The Albuquerque yard is
important on the
one of the most
Santa Fe system, and the newly
an important
quite
position
is
created
one. Mr. Halfour will have entire
harge of the Albuquerque yard, and
Jurisdiction over the trainmen. The
new general" yardmaster assumes part
of the work heretofore handled by the
trainmaster and superintendent of the
Klo Grande division, all of the yard
work heretofore looked after by the
Albuquerque agent and a portion of
the work of the regular yardmaster.

Made by specialty shoemakers in a specialty factory,
where it is not the policy to shoot through as many pairs as
possible in order to increase the output and bank account,
but to make each pair of shoes a shining example of
shoemaking to give every wearer of a pair of these
slowly made, surely good shoes for men
style, service and
top-not-

James Hiler and other cowmen,
who accompanied their shipments of
cattle as fur us Dodge City, have remoney satisfaction. All the latest styles and leathers,
turned and report that while they isk; I, AX I) KXCl ltSIOX
KHliO $4,00 and $5,00,
ha, l a good time on the trip they were
FROM TOI'KKA TO
Ask your dealer.
glad to get back.
Topeka. Kas., Dec. 9. The westcarry
5
will
No.
bound Santa Fe train
M.vry: hy
The family of J. R. Richardson has an extra section today niaue up oi
cars bearing homeseekers
left for Magdalena on a visit to a special
oi mis
married daughter and the Klchardson whom the Talimadge orotners
S
city are taking to Colorado to Inspect
house has been leased to K. 1).
of the Pueblo- whose family is expected here the Irrigated landscompany
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
at Pueblo.
Ford Land
from California In time to celebrate Koi kycars
are necessary for the honie- Two
the Christmas holidays.
seekers from Topeka. and two extra
will be put on at Newton.
William's Tolu Tar and Wild Cherry
Machinery for the dry crushing of cars
The excursion is one or the largest
the placer cement northeast of town, land excursions which has gone oul
brothla
the nrst COl'GH KEMEDY Yon Con Vwo.
bus arrived and the Hilltscher
of Kansas in recent years, but the
ers w ho own extensivo claims and w ho Tallmailge brothers are slightly disTry a Koltle, Only 25 t'entn.
bought the machinery are about to appointed as the storm of yesterday
erect the Biinie. Crushing operations prevented a score or more from Joinfor the purpose of recovering the ing the party at this point. A large
placer gold aro expected to begin In party from Iowa and Nebraska are 117 West Central
Blu
Kcbruury.
routed via Omaha and Denver, and
will Join the Kansas excursionists at
Pueblo. A telegram from Pueblo anDAILY ROBBERY PULLED
nounces extra fine weuther there.
The next excursion to the Pueblo-Rock- y
OFF AT TUCUMCARI;
Ford Ijvnd company's tract will
be on Tuesday and Wednesday, DeLOBBY SALOON TOUCHED cember
20 ami 21. and it promises to

ch

$3.50,

Il

ítstom

Wertheimer--

Titt-liian- n,

warts Shoe Co.

The Williams Drug Compan

be larger than today's.
Tucumcarl, N. M.. Dec. R. Robbers DKMI'll WESTERN' ROADS
WILL STOP PASS I.XÍ RANGE
entered the Lobby saloon, near the
Hock Island station, last night and
Kansas City, Dec. 9. That western
stole 114 from the cash register. railroads are considering an abrogaThe entrance was made through tion of the usual interchange de-of
the buck, door of the cale, the passes with various roads has been a
glass being broken. The size of nied vehemently. It was reported
the broken pane Indicates that few weeks ago that all complimentary
the thief wus of small stature. The transportation to officials of other
robbery Is supposed to have taken roads below the rank of assistant genplace shortly after the closure hour eral passenger agent and assistant
o'clock. The thief then went to general freight agent would be curat
the store of Tafoya & l.awson. and tailed. It Is now stated that usual
making an entrance there, he outfit- courtesies for business purposes will
ted himself with suit case, overcoat proceed as usual, except that the
all
"complimentary" passes will be
end a complete suit of clothes withclew-tThe police have a
accessories.
excluded-- In the 1811 lists.
the guilty one. It is said. This is
The complimentary'' pass In conthe second time the Lobby haa been tradistinction to the "exchange" pasa
robbed In the last month.
issued by a transportation comRobert Hodges, the workman who pany to some employe of another road,
was Injured by the caving in of the a ticket agent, for example, who mov
foundation excavation on the Voren-bcr- g never have occasion or opportunity to
hotel, died last night and the re- use it. Records show that not one in
mains were taken to his home, south ten of these passes ever are used. It
of Tucumcarl. It Is said that his wife is
hv the railroails as more
had had a premonition of his fate and in the nature of an advertisement than
w
had ruti n him, warning him to be anvthlng else, and aa such, has served
careful. The fatal wounds were the Its purpose well In the past: but it now
result of his fall upon a spade which is explained thai the requirements' of
he hud in his hands at the tune of the complimentary lists has assumed such
accident.
iroiortions on some of the birger
It is announced that the contract roads as to necessitate the employ-- ,
has been let lor the construí tton of ment of a considerable force of clerks
the W. H. Kei tor office building on to keep a record of transportation so
the two lots adjoining the VorenlxTg issued
hotel on the east. Home brothers
For this reason as well as that such
who are building the lintel, got the trnpnrtHti.n is entirely gratuitous!
contract which Is mild to have been 1111,1 ooillv nls) tiecHiise the inter-- !
QUO.
$
The biiilding'M.He .oinmrie commission Is quit
i.iptu extend to a depth of ninety feet Inquisitive
of late regnrdine the -

FrocaV

On the Loose Leaf Ledger System
Does away with opening a new ledger each year.
Only live accounts have to be dealt with, as closed

1

i.-

,

j

ac-

counts are found in transfer finder.
Accounts can always occupy the same position in
ledger.
New accounts can be inserted at any time in their
proper position.
Smaller books tan b used making them easier to
handle.
There are other reasons ask us.
Jcuiary 1, 191 1. is a good time to start a new system

Lithgow Manufacturing Stationery Co.
THE NEW MEXICO HOUSE

Phone 924

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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Concerted Effort WiU Be
Made to Get Good Roads

itlnir the Cuttings, made a tour of
the city yesterday by auto and today
began a long horseback ride.
Mr.
Prince will bo here several days and
if it puts Santa Ke In his play on
Oh) Mexico it is hope, that he will
number of
still fin, a sufficient
"vaqueros" here to give a touch of
goon to pass
days,
dashing
western
the
away.

meeting of that organization held in
the Commercial club building last
night.
"Down
WitlK, Sixty-CeEggs," was the keynote of the meeting and a number of speeches were OPERATOR
made along this line. Numerous suggestions were made last night looking toward the enlarging of the scope
of the association's, work, some of
BOY'S HAIR
which will be acted upon in the near
future. It was decided to have a big
"get together" banquet within the
next three weeks, which will lie attended by every chicken raiser and
bird fancier in the county.
A, D, T, Lad Causes Arrest of

ROUSING MEETING

PULLED

LA5I NIGHT AT
THE CLUB
Committee Appointed to Confer
With Governor Mills and Dis-

OFFICIAL

NOTES

Telegrapher Whom He Claims
Gave Him Unwelcome Sham

OF

poo,

cuss Completion of Camino
Real,

THE CAPITAL

definite step toward the completion of the Camino Heal from Domingo to Albuquerque, a distance of
forty miles, was taken at a rousing,
meeting of good roiid enthusiasts held
night
In the Commercial club last
when a committee of three was appointed to confer with (iovernor Mills
and ascertain from him the prospects
for the construction of good roads In
Bernalillo and adjoining counties.
The committee, which consists of
chairman, AV. 11.
A. It. Meflaffey,
Hnhn and P. H. Lester was a ppointed
just before the close of a very enthusiastic meeting of a large number
of automobillsts and other persons
Interested in good roads. The committee is to report within ten days
at the outside and every effort will
he mude to interview Governor Mills
in time to make the report at the
regular meeting of the Commercis I
club which will be held next Tuesday evening. It is understood that the
committee will go to Santa Ke Monday and endeavor to impress npr n
(iovernor Mills and Territorial Kngl- neor Vernon Sullivan the necessity
lor good roads In this county, with a
view of ascertaining what assistance
Bernalillo county may expect in
financialway from the territory.
The Camino Heal, a road which It
Is proposed eventually to run through
the territory north and south, lias
been completed from Santa Fe south
!i
far its Domingo, a small station on
the Santa Fe railroad, forty mil
north of Albuuuercnie. Work on the
road was stopped some two months
airo, and it is not known when it w ill
be begun again.
The need of a first cl.'.ss highway
north of Albuquerque is being felt
more and more, and It is now and has
been for some time past an absolute

necessity.
The need for good roads through
out the county and especially the
need for the completion of the territorial road, was brought forcibly
r
home to those present at thewasmeet-Inipre
last night. The meeting
sided over hv Col. H. K. I'. Sellers
mifi a number of brief good roads
speeches were made during the eveAmong those who spoke on
ning.
cli'iteront phases of the good roadsy
problem were Messrs. A. U. Mciiaf-leF. H. LesteiV.A- - B.,McMHlen, W.
P. Met alf. Ar K::WnlKr, John
and C. S. Sganr.lni.
it was the. general opinionbe that
sedefinite Information should
cured as to the amounts of money
available for load construction in the
Bor-ladai- le

Territorial Game Warden to
Stock Northern Ranges With
Quail; Santa Fe Will Transport Birds Free,
Special niapiitrh to lbs Moraine Jniiraul
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. . !). Game

Warden Thomas P. Gable will soon
leave for the southern part of the
territory to make arrangements for
the sending of quail to the northern
part. The Santa Fe Itallroad company, with the public spirltodnoss
which characterizes its management,
will carry the quail free of charge.
Territorial I 'll mis.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. otero
today received the following remittances: From Christian Haithel of
Demlng, I. una county, $9,K!l!M7; from
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford,
$5, bank examining fees; from Game
Warden Thomas P. Gable, $91.
Nlray .Marc Captured.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena of
Las Vegas reports the capture of a
stray mare.
COSTILI.O CASK

lKIX

IIKAliU IN IIAMBI'.ltS
Judge John li. McFie, in chambers,
was still busy this afternoon with the
hearing of witnesses in the Costilia
estates case. The litigation is interesting and rather unusual and Involves the location of the eastern
boundary of the Sangre de Cristo or
Taos
grant in northern
Costilla
county, the grant owners claiming
that their survey is cc rrect, wane
certain settlers claim It Is incorrect,
that they are on public land and not
within the gram lines. Much of the
testimony is of a technical character
and relates to monuments, metes,
bounds and courses. The giant Is a
oatented one and the patent defines
the boundaries, but the surveyors dif
fer as to thci actual location.
I'ciiiieniiai v Hoard Meets.
The board cf commissioners of the
New Mexico penitentiary met today
at the penitentiary, awarding contracts for supplies and making the
customary Inspection. The awards
will he afirlbunoeel tomorrow.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed the
following notaries public: Abebmago
H. I'aea of Socorro; Henry Hivera of
Glorieta, Santi Fe count?: Thomas
M. DuFtois of Corona, Lincoln county;
Benjamin Sanchez of Polvadero, So
corro county; Aianasio ainnioya m
Albuquerque; Robert C. Alford of
Raton; anil Minnie Brumhaeh of
Torrance county.

various county and territorial roud
funds and that immediate and united
action be taken toward securing the
most necessary roads.
The meeting was not a Commercial
club meeting, but it vni announced
to con.5.
that the committee appointed
fer with Governor Mills will report
IT possible
at the regular club meeting to be held Tuesday evening.
PLAYWRIGHT VISITS
Altogether the meeting last night
was an enthusiastic one and the indications are that it will be productive
of much good. There was a strong
ANCIENT CITY
sentiment in evidence that Hernalillo
county, If necessary, will meet the
territory half way in the matter of
financing the completion of the Camino Keal between Albuquerque and
And the suggestion made Morton. P.
Domingo.
Prince Stops in
during the meeting that the construction, if resumed, be started from the
En
Route to Ranch
Fe
Santa
Albuquerque end. also met with much
favor.
on Western Coast of Mexico,

recently employed as
an operator at the local Western
I'nion Telegraph office, was arrested
last night on complaint of Felix Jormessenger
d
dan, un
hoy, who claimed that the telegrapher
had pulled his hair. According to all
accounts of the affair obtainable, the
operator and the messenger boy became involved In an argument over
the opening and closing of a door. To
impress upon the mind of the A. D.
T. boy what was wanted, It Is alleged
the operator administered a vigorous
s.alp shampoo. This rather unkind
treatment caused the boy to weep
real tears, and later to appeal to a
policeman for redress. The operator
was placed in the city jail and will
be; given u hearing this morning
eleven-year-ol-

W. II. Derstyne, the celebrated
amateur actor and salesman for the
Peters Paper company, arrived in
from the north last night,.

WITH SIXTY

CENT EGGS
Poultry and Pet
Stock Association Adopts
Soul Stirring Resolution at
Meeting Last Night.

New Mexico

MORTALLY WOUNDED BY
WEALTHY HOUSEHOLDER

New York, Dec. 9. Shot after he
had forced an entrance Into the home
of Theodore Tapley, a wealthy manufacturer In PhsshIc, N. J., last night,
a well .dressed young man, who said
he was James Hanley of Philadelphia,
ving todav In St. Mary's hospital
,

Mexico can and must
That
produce enough poultry and eggs for
her own consumption, is just one of
the manv timely truths contained in
the constitution of the New Mexico
Poultrv and Pet Stock association.
which 'was formally adopted at an
New

enthusiastic

and

attended

largely

fSUMHY

tI5jlP1

You 'don't have to boil the
'when you use Sunny
Monday laundry soap. Hard
water, soft water, cold water,
hot water all look alike to
Sunny Monday, and it does
its work equally well with anj
one of them.
Sunny Monday is white
and contains no rosin, but, inclothes

stead, a marvelous
vvhich saves time, and weai
and tear on clothes.
d.rt-ttart-

ei
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Every day is bargain day
at PRATT'S, the home of
LOW prices, coupled with
HIGH quality.

Sugar

Cusino Flour.
Old Homestead

sack.

Phoenix, Ariz., Dee. S. All indications are that Henry Kocktnnrk, the
contractor who Is building the Arizona Pioneers' home ut Prescott, will
complete his contract on schedule
time. He undertook to finish
the
building by December 10th of this
year, and the work Is practically
done, with the exception of the insta lia lion of a few pillars. The home
will be open for. ea'cupancy

present building

will
accommodate
'Craig stated yesterday that the
building will be completed with an
expenditure of not more than two or
three hundred dollars over the contract price. This is most unusual.
ordinarily the cost cf a building runs
25 or 30 per rent over the contra
price But in the. construction of the
Pioneers' home thee original flgur
have been rigidly adhered to. The
two or three hundred dollars extra
went for little additions, which wen
added after the plans were draw
and the contract let.
The board of control is now pre
paling an application blank to
printed and forwarded to the boards
of supervisors for the use of" pioneers
who wish to enter the borne. I p
this time only one application fas
been received.
In the act appropriating money for
the building of the Pioneeis' home
the ciualiflcations of those eligible
down.
These
live in It were laid
qualifications are that in applicant
sixty-five
years
old
at
least
must be
have lived In he territory twentv
five years and be unable to support
Kach applicant
himself or herself.
must obtain the Indorsement ol th
supervisors of his county.
It is not believed that at first there
will be many more than forty npp
cants for admittance to the home
The first forty eligibles to make up
plication will be admitted.

forty Inmutes.
Mr.
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$1.15

Swift's Premium Hums,
per lb
Swift's Premium Bacon,
wr lb
Armour's Shield Itucnn,
r

18c
tilo

25o

II

Swift's Pre,, iliiiu 1 jirel, 3- II. can
50c
Swirt's Ireniliiiii ljrd, 5- Htlo
II. can
Swift's Premium Ijircl,
$ I. .v.
can
Swift's Silver ljruf
run
I5r
Swift's silver leaf I i id,
75c
can
Swift's Silver ITHf Lard,
$l.- can
Compound l ard, 5 lb. can ."o
(iiiiM)iiicl l.unl. Id-lcan
$1.25
Compound
Ijird,
can
2.35
10-1- 1.
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una of alum and salts of eJu.nina in
food oliould lo prohibited."
'uci J, Harvard Univ.

Mob Burns Headquarters of
'
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dustrial Workers at Fresno;
Members of Organization
Severely Beaten,
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its purity, wholescme-nes- s

and superior
leavening qualities
are never questioned.
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- A mob here toFresno, Dec,
night ';urned the henüipiartcrs of the
Industrial Workers of the World, severely beat members of the organization on the streets and surrounded the
county jail, where iMber members are
being held. The demand was made
that the Industrial Workers of the
World prisoners be turned over to
the mob, but no effort was made to
enter the Jail.
The rioting tonight is the culmination of a crusade against
the Industrial workers, which has been in
progress her,, for some time. The
me mbers of the Industrial Workers of
the World began a "free speech'' campaign here several weeks ago. Many
of them were arrested and placed in
Jail for making speeches on the
streets without police permits. Yesterday the secretary of the organizaHANDSOME PIONEERS'
tion was acquitted when It was discovered by th(. court that there was
HOME AT PRESCOTT
no provision In the
ity ordinances
prohibiting speec
on
the
ALMOST COMPLETED streets.

CARLOAD OF MINING
MACHINERY RECEIVED

l.(MI
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Santa Claus matinee, Gem, today.
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SHOE POLISH FACTORY
LATEST FOR TUCUMCARI

J

Fifty Years the Standard

on the reconle Hank of ,ag liÚKBtl
N. V'., was payable to hollCHTIlCH-inan i It; sch of Hoboken, who deposited It in the Second
National
bank of that oily. The latter sent It
to Harvey Flske & Sons of ,'cw York,
and that firm, being without a regu-le.- r
correspondí nt in the vicinity of
the bank en which It was eliawn. apwot. M
tun coi.0 with rntm umjii
parently forwarded It, with similar Mil
SSONCHITIS. ASTHM. CSTANSH. (M
consumption,
laa bullía. II you
tara
checks, to the (lobo National bank
a tall roa about Iba NEW 1UNC9TCN UlECTftlO
Kvldently the (lobo Naof Boston.
LIGHT S
f HBl SUSHI". Kan4 lo fNlliim,
SaSMOLII.
tional bank bad business exchange1
10 a. Main St., BlMmlbffbr). IIS
.
OIITSICH,
M.
Y
X.
the
check
for
with Tonawancla.
next r.pi.earcd In the First National
The officers of
bank of that city.
that bank probably wanted to pay
being
down
sent
for some lumber
from that port to Albany on the lOiie
cnnnl, and the check was forwarded
to the National .;xchiin:',c 1'ank of
Albany.
The latter sent It over to
the First National bank of Fort Jefferson, and the cashier of that Institution, thinking It was about time to
send the check near home, inclosed
Alit to the Far Hooka way bank.
though situated on the same Island,
convenfound
bank
it
the Hockaway
ient to send it to the Chase National Sweet Oranjres, dozen
ÜOf
bunk of New York, and tiu'ti a second
Silt"
tunc the Instrument reached the licht I !;f lltl 11. :'. lloi'.eil...
20o
Large Lemons, doxen
metropolis in the sclllcmi'iit of
The Chase National bank, it pkga. Pest Scctli-el- ' líainlns
2"c
check
r.tlll desirous of setting the1
2."c
lbs. Nie'e Mealy Prune
near home, without s. lal in- 3a
2.VBest Popcorn, 4 lbs. for
M.
conveniences, mailed It to H.
Iteuves of Bivcrhrad. Mr. Beeves r, Iba. Best Uuallt.v Knglb.h
had the good sense to semi It to the
.$1.10
Walnuts
Queens County bank of Brooklyn, and Son shell Alninnds, lb.,..
.
.2.V
the ca.'diier or that loütutéui for- - i Host Cranberries,
epiart.... . . Ulc
warded il home lo (he I'ecooic bank,
1 1.(1.1
lbs.
Thus the check passed thioiigli ton I'OKS Patent Flour,
banks in the settlement of balances, Hi :h Patent Flou r,
$1.50
lbs.
t'ntlouhteilly it paid a variety of i ood Flour
.$1.25
individuals,
nnd it
dc'lils between
.
tic
played Its part In the atittlcniciit of 3 Iba. Compound Lanl
(I5f
.
balances, tending In Its small way to j lbs. Compound Lard
the demand which modern i (I lb I. Com pound Lurd .
$2.25
business. makes upon a volume of ac- Arm" in1 Hams, lb
tual currency that cannot expend In Host
17c
Salt pork, II
keeping with .ho enormity of our
drawn

Harbor,

Tuoumonri, X. M., Dec. S. Tuciim-car- i
is coming U the front with a
manufacturing Ineliistry that promises
n
great results to the
company, says the Tucurncarl News.
While in California last spring W. F.
Buchanan had his attention attracted
by a man, dressing siloes III one of the
large wholesale houses of Ios Angeles, where shelf wot u stuff nnd
drummers' samples and other damaged shoe stock Were being turned
into new and put on the market again
and at almost the first price.
Mr. Buchanan made inquiry about
the liquid the gentleman was using
and was politely Informed that Its
composition was a secret and that no
other man In the world had any
knowledge of It. and that he had been
touring tuo world with this product
fur a bank roll, and that he worked
when he was ready and played when
he pleased.
There Is Ho brush or
paste necessary in the use of this
polish; simply spread it on with a
sponee and let it dry three minutes
and It Is there to slay, waterproof and
as clean and clear us patent leather.
The editor-haJust examined a pair
of shoes that have been dressed with
It daily for sixty days and they look
like new patent leather every time we
see them. The secret of the composi
tion of this polish which comes from
Hall a dozen eiilleretit countries, was
purchased by Mr. Buchanan for n
handsome sum of money
nnd Mr
Jordan retains nil Interest as a rovnlty.
III
I.os Ang.'les and
There is a factory
this on,. In Tuciinn ari. The factory
here was opened last month und orders are coming In from everywhere
for shipments. The Hanilltoii-BrowShoe company have purchased twenty gross of it this week and write Mr.
Buchanan they are pleased nnd that
they will give regular orders for the
the polish.
Jordan-Buchana-

s

n

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AT PRESCOTT ORGANIZED
READY FOR BUSINESS

CONSUMPTION
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are showing the
largest line of Holiday floods In the

commercial transactions.
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city.
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Nxprens Wagons,

35c to

9:1.11(1.

I

l
IlDoteh tu ih Morolo Jcmniall
Santa Fe, Dee1. 9. Accompanied
by a vast array of baggage containing all the clothes and articles needed for man's comfort In many climes;
irmed with letters from his menu.
ounsellor and business associate, tne
world's greatest mining authority.
John Hayes Hammond, and looking
I lie
forward with keen pleasure townere
xploring of . western Mexico
on
tuny
a
oca
ho u.1
color lor
ire
which he is at work while living on
an estate covering over 10,000 square
mile's Morton 1. Prince, Harvard jmu.
tils
arrived in the city yerterday fromguest
home in "Bahston," and is the
of his classmate, Bronson Cutting of

'"

-,

CASH GROCERY

Spm-ln-

Buena Vista Loma.
Prince is the son of the noted
anil has had wide experience
traveling in this and foreign lands,
exploring and hunting. Hi. is a crack
shot, u fine horseman and of decided literary ability. He is the author
of "Minahu' 'and other works. He is
deeply versed on the history of Old
b
Mexico and its treasures which
so many themes for the writers
and play wrights of today as of yore.
Mr. Prince Is very tall, and very
active, absolutely fearless and enthusihand.
astic to obtain adventure ut first
When seen yerterday at the Bronson
Cutting home Mr. Prince seemed a
little tUv about discussing his plans
but admitted that he is on his way
by
Mr.
to the big estate owned
Hammond and others near the Yaqul
on the western coast of Mexico.
rier
Hp said he expects to spend some
and declared that he had no
insurrectos.
fear of encountering thealleged
revoTri way he spoke of the
lution in Mexico he seemed to attachit
II
as far as
little Importance to
affi'et"d the tourist. It is said that
Mr. Prince, however, has such oredentials from this government ano
in
from persons intlnentiai
irouni- that he will hardly nave anya nest
of
int.
run
should
case
in
he
.
v..,niuilt-fni4excellent
That Santa Fe offers an
field for the novelist and playwnwnl
was Mr. Prun e s di lar.it!. n in
enthusiam the
curving with much
of the Ancient!
riiibts and traditions
I have seen
say
when
City. "I cannot
or more en- climate
nvre beautiful
skies, with all their elories
tram-iCertainly
i.f violet and purple effects. nothing
in
M..nte Carlo or the Rivera,
Kurope can smpass this if it can equal
by I'r.
Mr. Prim e, ae'eomy: nied
a creat
and
P.lshon. also a playwright
....... I ..n.l..ll l id
iravil- r wno is ii'rv n

8.

company of young men were present
last evening at the Commercial club
rooms to particípate in the election
of a captain. Mr. Frit Brueggeniiin, a
former instructor in the military institute at lioswell, and an officer thor
oughly equipped in every way to
handle the Important business of drilling and maintaining the efficiency of
company of the national
s
A
guard, was unanimously selected to
of this Important
duties
asijume the
Captain Brueggeman is not
position.
only the possessor of a thorough trainscience, acquired
ing In military
through several years' attendance at
Hoswell, us a student and later as an
Instructor, but possesses those qualities of personality which make him
very popular among young men and
fit him .for the peculiar duties demanded of n national guard captain.
Besides ability and a vast amount of
tact, as well as military experience
and the capacity to make one's 'self
and
popular, are prime requisites,
Captain lirueggeman Is undoubtedly
best fitted to fill these qualifications.

I

Hull

ENDS

RATON GUARD COMPANY
Matón, N. M., Dec.

MICH

SPEECH

FORMER INSTRUCTOR AT
ROSWELL CAPTAIN OF

The body of Mrs. Margal et Brooks,
who died in Magdalena Wednesday,
has been brought to Albuquerque mid
will lie interred in a local cemetery.
Mrs. Brooks was a grand aunt of
MYs. J. a. Skinner o'f this city.
Colonel W. H. Borger, editor of the
1Mb.
Helen Tribune, and a consistent
Robert A. Craig, citizen membe;r
yesterday
spent
of the board of control, will leave for
bouster for his town,
in Albuquerque, leaving at midnight Prescott in two or three days to aclierger last cept the home and also to accept the
Colonel
for his home.
week addressed a meeting at Willard work done on the territorial road for
which was' called to discuss the con- a distance nine miles south of Presstitution. While there Is some small cott. As soon as he has accepted the
opposition among the
road, work thereon will be dropped
eleme nt of the native people In for the winter.
Herger
valley.
Colonel
the Estancia
The legislature appropriated $25,-00- 0
believes that this will disappear when
to build the home, and naturally
the advantages of statehood are thor- a small
building had to be elected.
oughly explained.
was
put up in such a way, howIt
ever, that It can be doubled in capacity without desttttying Its architecGENTLEMAN BURGLAR
tural beauty. When complete,
the

a,

DOWN

Tapley shot the "gentleman burglar" as the latter was entering the
parlor window, llaiiyey toppled out
and Into the arms of the woman who
standing guard
had evidently been
and wiu waiting on the porch.

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

H
H

SOCIALISTIC FREE

first-clas-

A. C. Uatey,

A

In Passale. " lie was taken there when
for, his
found obtaining treatment
wound In, a druvt store In company
with a young woman of prepossessing
appearance, who said she was his wife.

1910.'

l.

c

inn..:.'
15c

fun

I Oc

Prescott, Arir.., Dee. 8. The Pres
cott chamber of commerce Is now n Try
gaily organized body, and is pre
paid! to do business and accomplish
the purposes for which. It was
founded.

Twenty-tw-

o

citizens

were

last night as directors, vvhich.
with the three members of the board
of supervisor;, will constitute
the
At f'rst If was proposed that
hoard.
a committee ol live should be ap
pointed to nominate twenty-on- e
men
to be voted for as direc tors and an
was
providing
accepted
amendment
that the committee should submit
foi
names from which
the
members should elect twenty-twa
motion
This was voted down and
revalleel that forty-fou- r
should be
nominated from the floor. This was
me, and after a lapse of an hour.
required to count Hie ba'lots. the an
nouncement was maile by Chairman
Clark that the follow ing w ere elected
S. Clark,
J. Head, C. T. Joslln,
W. J.. Mulvenon. M. It. Ha.eltine, F.
W. Foster, H. V. Heap, W. 11. Tliner- ff, F. (1. Brown, K. A. Kastner. D.
H. Biles, l.eltoy Anderson, J. A. Hope,

210-21-

I1VI.V STHICTI.V CMI
.i:o ntv in imk . crrv.
Second.
211
rioii 11.

South Second Street.
Prop.

2

W.M. KOI.Dli.

GROSS, KELLY & CO.
(Incorporated)
Wholesale Merchants, and Dealers in Hide3, Wool and Pelts
WED

Xavaju JUankets, Tiuon Xtils, licans, ('!
Oilier Xulive J'rnilucts.
Housei at Earn Lsi Vg'is,

N. M.; Alburiuerqiie,
N. M.; Tecos, N. M.; Logon, N. M., and

ill',

Potat'ifS

,'Ulel

N. M. Tucurncarl,
Trlnlilad, Colo.

Montezuma Trust Company
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW ME' .ICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000
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Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

"Not a Clirap 'osl at a Cheap I'rletv"
"Hut tlio p.cst Coal nt a 1'a.ir I'rltf."
I.I.MIÍ

Established 13D0

Brf-ae-

e,

W.llKahnCoi

MORNING JOURNAL ADVERTISEMENTS
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Cash Buyers1 Union

elec ted

Raton, N. M.. Dee. 8. Another car
load of new mining machinery was
received over the iiocky mountain tins
mornlmr bv the Yankee Fuel com
pany, and was taken up to the mini
today, where it is boina; Installed. The
boiler for the new mine hoist has
been set. unci It will be but a short
while before the mine Is Well launched
period ol
on its new cnoi
ai:tivity.
The recent visit of 1..
It. N. I.ooney, It. N. Fr. di ricks, J. I.
Kelloifir of New York, now owner of i.erdner,
Charles
W. A.
Drake.
u controlling interest in the Yankee Hooke r. Hay Hill, I!. S. Masson. F. O.
company, has already resulted fn the Smith and J. M. Moore.
laklim of several unusual stride's
Mr. Kellogg, as representative and
A Check on Its Travels.
chief htockboldeis of those, having
money invested
in
the company
made a thorough investigation of tlo
company's holdings two weeks ago
all checks take such a trip as
and returned east strongly convinced oneNotwhose
journey Is traced in lie
that a bonanza was awaiting develop
Bookkeeper.
The instrument was In
meiit un Silgante canyon and was
e,f
pcyine-nthe sum of H 3 TK. and
thoroughly Impressed with the Id
of making available all the financial
backing needed to make the Yankee
proposition violel the big returns of
which it is fupable, according to the
Baton Uange. The recent activities
nnd rumors of other greatert things
iloln soon, has been the result of his
visit.
Work was begun this week In opening up a new entry under the rim
rork soul beast of the camp, A number of men were sent etut yesterday.
Increasing the present working force
A
to something over Difl men. A new
policy has been Inaugurated of hir- ing only men w ith families, which
makes lor u more permanent and reliable chiNs of miners. The compativ
expects to open up the dance hall
jsoon. which will lend pleasure and
a little variety to the camp llfo.
The opening up of the Yankee
11
;in- - i.i
vor i.i,
miiie-on a lartfer scale than has ever
be
fore, means much
been maintained
l
you use our bread
purity
for the Purine.- - innililions of liatón.
f prime important
in lb" health-Purn nil It is with keen satisfaction thai
sustenance of He
W'ei I,
we ni'ti' the new ai tivdy which lh
hob'seme. satiIiig bread Is our
Yankee Fuel company is now find
clay ill
we-tltput.
lend
ut.
In
ing Itself able to infuse Into Its on week out
If ii.t aco'iaintcd wilb the
rations up Siig.'irlte canyon.
e xi i lb nee of ..or
l.nad. hasten
y.oir trial order Ibis nay and be coii-S.inta Claus matinee. (em. today.
inci1! of lis supe i rity.
1

a Journal Want Ad: Results

W. S. t'TIMCKLL'H
Vlce-Pres-

II.

.

M

and Cashier
lXU'i:ilKl;TY

A. M. HI.ACK WK1.1

R. M. MKRRITV
Asst. Cashier

FHAXK A. ItL'BitKI.L
VM. McINTOSil

Oak and Maple Polished Flooring
Builders' Supplies
Albuquerque Lumber Co., 423 N. 3d SL
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ai breakfast turned

ver or

Constitution Assures the
Sovereignty of the People

straight

morning Journal
( New
Iwppr
'abtl.tn4 t lb

(OfflcUl

Wonder If Madero thinks hi' Is
ing it direct primary?

lr)

buy-

JtooscvcH bud nmld
one satlsfm-lbtbut hl' 'l1''''
th encircling gloom
cause ih' revolution m

lly Hon.

Holiday Announcement
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aim

lve. they delivered thPm-selI
have been favored with copien of for
hand and foot, and for all time,
Ihe coiiHlltmlon adopie.l by the .New
MsCPHttrtBOtf
requested to to the tontrol of the people's elected
O.
Mexico convention, and
The short session of Onitrrsn
ore slock
ch irise
iigeiils. TlicRe
JAUKS H, KbUK
mV
beforei
lmnd,hkln
the
startling in
ID.
DANA JOHNHON
ome.hlK like
inteli phrnsefc, thai i
City E.lltur
W A.
s,
begin.
and have
newspaper
In idilio
IP Id of polllli . I feel cpialllied to bold
Advertntn Kanar the regular battle
K. B. KATES..
with those, who never
influence
of the convensonie
rictlnti
the
uyori
look
vt
mme
try
to
Dr. Cook in willing t..
the read any further, liut to a thoughttion from tin- point of view of
my ful observer they do not I" this case
1m
MH.KMIN,
C.
hack If ho run he ilumina! thul Mil will uveraKO citlen. New Mexli
M.
Building,
spent
rim! true or Blncere, and if we could
trqutll
will he home. Mv Pert ycnrB have been
reck
be forgiven nnd iu
i hel e.
W'hiiiever 1 am. or have, 1h look into the minds of the persons
t hroivn.
withwho make them, wv should see that
due to the opportunities I found
HAI.IH K. Ml 1.1 HiAS,
scars their real grouch against the majority
extlte-rncin h,r hordiTH during thirty-fiv- e
U I'ark How, New lork.
IHiiz mining" tn put enough
my
In
the convention is, that it did not
protenMioii.
All
mv
in
hi pnb-ll- f of miivttv intercuts
ll.n to
fniiit-clInt" nn
are there. 1 ex-po put into the constitution some evi- nuttM t tu
Enmroi) u
ni.iterlul
a
hiul
N. II.. uM tut
denee of corporate domination which
pect it to continue to be my home
l Alhuiiurqu
ii h w. II Mitlsfied :ib If it
aMiffira
117
jlonn iih I remain upon this jditnet, arid they could usn as a valid argument
i CjnrM of March
revolution.
"
tlie home of my children after me. ncainsl it. No, this is politics, pure
unukfvii .mi kvti in mi'
the!
the fundamental law under and simple: it is merely plaslng
dci luring tlwit hard time Therefore,
Without
I.KAIUM) HH'l lll irAN I'AI'KK Hf Kr.tV'
game.
And ft Is rclrefdiinR to one
la a mat1 and tin y muxi
live
which
l'
I
HINf
TIIK
HI
IPOHTINH
"" ter of le, p concern to me.
MIX ICO.
threatened, 1. 1. Hill ''"'
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The Greatest Line Ever Shown
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nt

is here for your inspection. We have been very careful in our purchases and are
quoting prices which you will find difficult to duplicate anywhere. We are showing
complete lines of the following goods:
Hart Schaffner & Marx Dress Suits and Tuxedos, a superb line of Smoking Jackets
and Bath Robes, Novelty Leather Goods in great variety, Fancy Hosiery, Neckwear,
Handkerchiefs in linen and silk, Suspenders in sets, Sweater Coats, Mufflers and
everything pertaining to our line.
We extend a cordial invitation to the public to visit our store.
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severa! weeks we have been busy assembling our Holiday Merchandise in our
various departments and at last we are ready for business.
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SOCIETY'S GREAT EVENT
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Hear ltossin's Stabut Mnter, Monrl's (loria and the Itosary,
arranged by Hev. Dr. ltiley. A iiiagulfici-n- l slide lecture, anil
musical treat for the licncfit of St. .loscpir Sanitarium.
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people of New Mexico who wished to
he heard i n thi (piestlon, was
and without notice, sprung 111
the convention, and without basing
been previously printed, placed on
delégales1 desks and considered in
committee i f the whole like other
bills, only thirty minutes were given
for discussion by ". convention sitting
nearly two month; and
ti.
Wheieas, the consentir n did
Insert much purely legislative matter
into the constitution, even to the
number of stenographers and their
compensation, the limit for page,
it'-.fir the legislarun not
ture, the constilullon-maUer- s
excuse leaving out prohibition of saloon on the ground in' its being legislation, seeing they have legislated
Into this document matters of far inferior Importance as ala ve; and citi7.
Whereas, we, nr Individual
zens, have a number of other and
weighty reason for objecting to the
constitution, becuure of
proposed
what It contain and falls to contain;
and
X.
Whereat, the statehood enabling
act proviihs that the same delegates
within twenty days
shall
21st.
alter the election in January
the constituand revise and
to
tho
tion so that it may uniform
will i r the people as expressed nt the
polls, and therefore a vote against
is not
this lirsl proposed constitution
really a vote
against statehood, hut
n
better
am'
f, r a better constitution
expense and but a
slaleln oil with littlethen-fore,,vv weeks' delay;
1.
Ite II resolved, That, while we
unliedlv and m riiestly favor statehood with a good constitution, written In the interest und for the good
,, n the people (and sve deny anyone the right to nuote us other than
for statehood i, sv e can not support
mid cndoise the proposed state con- c
stitution, and herewith decíate
as emphatically opposed to lis
adoption.
2.
We pledge ' lirseivcs io - line oiii
best endeavor to inform tin- people
nature, spil it nnd meani f the real
ing of this constitution, and to cause
lis defeat at the polls.
a. We herewith call on nil friends
the saof home protection against
loon, to organize at once 1. r the defeat of the document above, to the
be
end that a better constitution nmy our
immediately written, assuring to
by
"lid
id,
government
people a state
for the people, with such a constitu-of
tion whh h shall protect the l ightstrue
all
all alike, and for svhiih
patriots can voto and work with a

PURE PRODUCT OF

A

PERFECT PROCESS

A

Bakei

j

1

Breakfast Cocoa

liiuor-dorriinate-

Is absolutely pure, healthful, and
makes a most delicious drink

1

sud-ilcnl-

Get the genuine with our

52

on the package

trade-mar- k

Highest Awards in Europe and America

WALTER BAKER & Co. Ltd.
Registered
U. s. Put. uiiice

Dorchester, Mass.

Ettablithed 17 SO

,

I

onr-f,.v-

good conscience.

S. K. ALLISON.

Chairman:

JAMKS F SKDKK.
Til
Snnel Intellilellt New M
League.

1

state.
pokid aw as ipiite a bench , .
it
icaio-iiand
msself.
among passengers in a streit inr
while en r.oile to my apartment, so
voti see I am still a "boost, r.1' for
any and esvivthing that peiu.'.ns to
New Mexico.
state
The exhibits f i mi the now
compared favorable with those from
1
believe
candidly
other states, and
thai the displays put many to thinking about locating in the southwest.
I
the Indian In
save very little ,
the Santa I'e Kiiilvvav mission build-inadjoining the New Mcxu o booths.
f

the

new

1

s

14

I'E

I am sort y I failed
to see Secretars1
Hening. m as to personalis- - congratulate Irm on the splendid display,
but I was tt id by those in . attendance,
when I called. Hint tie
clary was
Indisposed that iia.
To sum up, the display was a grand
one In every respect, and great good
will come out of it. is, my prediction.
Yours trul--W. T. MoOKEP'.llT.
Chicago. III.. Dec. ii.

The nuieker a cold i gotten rid of
the less the danger from pneumonia
and other serious diseases. Mr. i. AV.
I.. Hall, of Waveriy, Va.. says: "l
firnilv

Cough

Chamberlain1

believe

Kemidy to be absolutely the best
preparation on the market for colds.
I have recommended It to my friends
sale
and they nil agree with me."
by nil dealers.

Clerk The sleam pipes tip ir. No.
have burst.
Proprietor Then chaise up tuilc- Uh ha tli to the room.

S3i!

Every Wcr.:an
la uiur'&ti rvun sniiuin shot
woiHterfiil
MARVELWhirlinnSpr.y

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE
soda crackers. .
fresh, crisp oyster crackers
New Macaroni in lu.:k. per Hi..
pkgs. of City

.

:t

lbs.

.

lbs .Apple

7

Wedding

....

lireakfast Coffee
rape-N- n
tier pkg
Post a in Cereal
:i ran
wood Sweet Corn
IHkIi grade Lima liean?.
!

t.

can Shilling's

12-o-

Mest

.

i ac

t TJv riU.I

ktbo camel fcui tnv thi
if
!AJl VKL. cert no
trftii r Mtt pri.i I'in.n i t
your dnigiTltt fnr

M"tlcir

v-s

-

le

'.ir

f

2uc
2f.c
10c
I

iking

Powder
Fresh, crisp l ingersiiaps ...
Aunt Jemima's l'amake Klour
Huckssheat Klour. pkg
a

.

.v'
5c
1 tie
25c
2

liHit

ftSUsui

sTC- -

.1

30c

loc

Li

i

S

io-rv'v-

.lie

11c
2 5c

oí Peuches

2"e
funs of Penis
.4 0c
tiallnn can of Syrup
We have :. splendid assortment of
holiday good on display. I lur prices
will be found t be absolutely right.
Commercing lice. 10 our store will
be open cveninirs until Christmas.
2

f:,wx.
Know Mij , MoCrelglit.
TMitor Morning Journal
visited the New Mexico stations
afternoon.
rt the land sh w Sunday
an,! found Crol. A. Ii. stroup and
out
giving
it:
busily
engaged
other
literature to the people and tilling
their willing ens aboi.t Ihe gnat

HE KNEW HIS BUSINESS.

1

?

Anti-Saloo- n

i

they were putting together
their things preparatory to packing
up, but
was not as much Interested
in the red people as I was in the display of the soil and tree resources,
and the latter were most magnificent,
to my wav of thinking.
ITi l, Stroup took my address di wn
for a h"X of those fine New Mexican
apples, so minh admired by thousands during the exposition, hut the
box evidently got lost in the shuffle,
ns it has not as yet reached Its Intended distinction.
because

.

thi:

WM. HU

ln"ni

I:,

I

!'rorictor.

irt

do
'v -:.,V

The

In the

North Fceond

itreet:

phone 3.

We sny. with a clear conscience,
we Pise the
tie and 40e Coffee t.i town. Hive a little confidence
A. Coffee Co.
and try It. C.

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

of SiM

.
-

S.

.cst saddle horses to be rmd
ritv Bre st W. I. Trimble . 113

f.
in.

rs

.

si.

Stylish
horses and buggies fury V. L.
on short notice
nished
Co., 11 J North Second
Trimble

street; phone

;
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CfílüGISTS LVLRÍKLKE

THE ALBUQUERQUE

FINANCE

Lots

ID

'Mr. Irelund caused a want ad to be
lnlersted in the b it nnd found col- At 10
limn of the Morning Journal.
o'clock yesterday morning a man was
!
at Mr. Ireland's address with the lost
di g.
appreciation of
Mr. Ireland's
the
work of the ad Is express
ed in the following note:
Albuquerque. N. M .. Dec. 9, 1910.
1 Morning
Journal, City.
(ientlemen:
An
advertisement
12 Via placed in the Morning J urnal this
70
brought
morning
the return today of
11
my rhephcrd dog that strayed away
2
4
yesterday afternoon. I wish to exti
press my appreciation of the eífict
1 3 Vj
ency of your want (id department.
r4b"
Yours truly,
32

.

Street

car-rviii- K

rise in prices.
The stocks

rumors imparted fresh activity
higher prices with substantial net
advances throughout the list.
A rise of fifteen points in American
Tobacco common "on the Curb" exLondon bought
cited some attention.
quite extensively here, purchases beat 15,000 to' 20,000
ing reported
port
and

11.

1RF.LANP.

414 West Gold Avenue.

13
4.")'
8

117

Chicago Board of Trade

most affected by the
made the greatest gains. HeadValley advancing over
Lehigh
and
ing
two points' in the Initial transactions.
continued dull and
The market
narrow during the afternoon. In the
three-fifth- s
of the business
sense that
Heading, Union
as in three Issues
In
Pacific and t'nlted States Steel.
the final trading revival of gold im-

Chicago, Dec. 9,t With
favorable
conditions attending the hurvest In the
Argentine and with cargoes from
there being freely offereil in Europe
at reduced figures, the wheat market
here yielded and at the close was
easy, 8 to
below last night.
highCorn finished unchanged to
c
up and
er; oats a shadu to 4
hog products at an advance of 22 2
25c tota half dollar flat.
Wheat finished within a shade of
the bottom prices of the tiny,
May fluctuated between 95 4 and
96
with the close at S
8
cornpar-ie- d
95
a loss of
with 24 hours previous.
Complaint of car scarcity tightened
up prices for corn. May ranged from
47
to 47
and closed exactly
askthe same as last night, 4 7
Cash corn was easy. No. 2 yeled.
low finished at 5MÍ51
Shorts in oats were influenced by
the strength of corn and turned buyers. May had as high and low levels
34
and 34c, with the fin
a net gain of
ish at 34 1 8 e 3 4
a shade.
heavy
trade in provisThere was a
ions. Pork closed 40 to 50c higher:
up and ribs at an
lard 15 to 22
25 to 30c.
advance of 22 2

oniv one "irmoMo qvixinf'
That is LAXATIV'H HRO.MO QUIN-INI- .
Look for the signature of
drove. Used the Wcjrld over to
Cure a Cold in One Pay. 25c.

NECESSARY

NOT

TO

SEARCH POCKETS

i

1-

c.

V

c,

--

...

The Metal Markets
New York, Dec.
per, easy;
spot,

9.
$

1

Standard

2.20 r

1

2.3 6

:

copDe-

cember and January,
February and March, $ 2.25 & 1 2.45 ;
London, firm; spot 56, 6s, 3d; futuroB
57, lis, 3d. Lake copper, $13.00(i
13.25: electrolytic. $12.87
and casting, $12.50 12.75. Arrivals
reported at New York today ninety
Exports according to the custons.
tom house returns, 6,408 tons so far
this month.
Lead, quiet; $4.45 fi 4.55 New York";
2
East St. Louis.
$4.30if4.37
London lead, 13, 3s, 9d.
Spelter,
quiet; $5.80 if 5.90 New
York; $5.70W 5.S0 East St.. Louis.
London, 24, 2s, 6d.
Iron Cleveland warrants, 49s, 9d in
London. Locally the iron market was
very unsettled and quotations are uncertain. No. 1 foundry Northern, No.
1 Foundry Southern and No. 1 Foun- dry
Southern. soft, $ 15.25 ig 16.25
nominal; No. 2 Foundry Northern,
$12.25i?iH2.35;
1

Unanimous Opinion of Worn- i
TI
an's uiuD max iviamage
Vow Places Purse Strings
Under Control of Better Half,
ft

EMPLOYMENT
West Silver Ave.

COLBURN'S

BUSJHANCK

SJTCiRAG

fíanos, houtnotü noodt. $1.2
clasdlfled
WUKD inserí
On
Furnlturn,
iMumm.
Orwan. Hor.
etc, itored iufely at reasonable
ads. in 36 leadlnu papers tn the
WHRonn ami uther Chattel; alao on BlartM
Phone 854.
Ads.
list.
U.
8cnd
for
The
Dake
(40
mado.
ratea.
Advance
Phona
and Varhtuat) IW.eipta, na low
$10 00 and
Good waitress, $30,
YVANTIOD
Lo
vertising Agency. 432 S. Main
The Security Warehouse and ImproveUIkK aa f 160 00. Lotina ara qulokly mad
city.
ol
out
board,
nnd
and airlctly prtvata.
'lime ui month to ment Co. Office, room
1
and 4. Angeles, or 12 Geary St., San Frangiven. Honda to remain in your
Ceo
and
Block
Third nreet
Our rates ar renaui'aL-lCall Grant
best nart of this stunt Is that It will poaaeMilon.
Hivamahtp trnl
ua e ua befara burrowing.
vnn
1
bring Joy to the children who would fifktB
hud Street Meat Market
to nnd fnun all parta of the world
yule-tidor
otherwise miss the happiness
THK UOINI HOM IOAN COMt'ANV.
HINDS OF M'.FSII AN I 8AIT
AIL
la
Clans,
announced,
it
ftumnn 4 mid 4, 4r:int
Santa
FOR SALE Real Eslate
MEAT, SI'EAM S U SAGK
FU1VATH:
OKKK'Ka
will be on hand in person and will
FA4TOHY.
OT'RN EVENINOH
have a much bigger pack than, he Is
,ftH WrM Oniml Avrna
Geo. Eberhardt; N. Third St.
generally credited with carrying, while
e
ranch,
he will drive a team of elks Instead
FOU SALE Good
MX .IIVIC ill'll niMf!
reindo.r, the elks
d
of the
stock and fixtures; fine land, well
town.
to
being better acclimated and well brokand
located;
l'rlco
close
5U0 Ml'.., 20 to 40 years old. wanletl
en to harness.
terms rlKht. llutmakcr & Thaxton, PROjtSSIONAL
ARDS
at once for Flectrlc Kallway
and Conductors; $60 to $100 204 W. Gold.
a month; no experience necessary;
.
fine opportunity; no strike. Write
TE RR1T0RIAL L
WTfcNKS"
Immediately for nppllcnthm blank,
WATCH NOlíTIl Till in FI'.NTll
Assayer.
enclosing stampi Address N. H. care
STItl.FT (.HOW!
Metallurgical Engineer
of Journal.
Your bungalow should be In this Mining- 609andWest
Fruit Avenue.'
rapidly
proposition to street, where values are
WA.VTKD A k
Box 173, or at office of R
Pnstafflce
It
see
now
and
Buy
lot
a
man;
one who speaks little
BERNALILLO
rlKht
H Kent 112 South Third Street
Only $G down and
Spanish, to sell and collect.
Onod double in value.
contract, then it's yours. Investioutside territory. Call, The Sinner agate.
vrroitMYs
Scwlnsr Machine Co., 21Sj .s'. second
K W. D B It V AN.
ASK MB. IH UG,
street.
A ttorney-nt-La215 W. Gold Avciiui'.
The list enumerated below conOffiee In First National Bank Pulid
I oirsADK
tains the vacant school and instituN. M
Insr, Albuquerque.
LOTS. You will want to build later,
tional lands in above county on DeKxperienced
Jno A vVhll
alteration and lots are advuncinR In price. Why Jno W Wilson
cember 1st, 1910. The same are sub- WAXTKD
WILSON & WHITE.
and sales lady. Apply New York not buy now?
ject to lease for grazing or agriculAtlorneys;at-l.aCloak and Suit Company, 205 S. SecWe
Get ihe benefit of the raise.
tural purposes.
Cromwell Rultrtln
can sell you lotB at from $75 up, on Rooms
Plank applications or further In- ond street.
terms to suit von.
formation In regard to the rental WANTFD Girl for ftenernl hoiie-worA
DKXTI'.Ii.
to competent
MitM GIIAN
Rood wat?es
price may be had on application to
DK J E KRAFT
aill West Central.
i'lioiic 111.
the Territorial Land Oitice at Santa kM. Apply 708 West Copper.
Dental Surgeon
Fe, New Mexico.
FOB SABE A bargain; seven-rooWANTEJD
Girl for general houseHhor
Harriett Building
ROBERT P. KUV1KN,
V.
Apply, 1005
frame house, nearly new. lot 50x142 Rooms
Central
work.
Mipnlntmentu made by mall
744
Commissioner of Public Uinds.
ft., shade trees, chicken houses, etc.
avenue.
Twp.
Range.
Brice, $2,000; part cash. Apply on
Section.
houseI'HYHH'l NS AND M'TJOFOXS
C.lrl for Kcneral
WANTED
5 Kast
8 North
16
work; hmall family; no wnwulivir. premises, 504 West Maride avenue.
G SHOItTKL M. D.
5
8
36
ÍTaBE The
Improved
Apply
FOB
morniiiHS,
best
Mrs.
Lee
John
4
9
Practice Limited te
16
Cla rke. 50! West Uoma.
in the valley; fruit,
small
ranch
4
9
Tuberculosis
36
windmill and lar,;e tank, water In
5
9
Hours: 10 to 1Í
16
WANTED Positions
house, corral and yard; g:ood house
Rooms
5
State Nat'l Bank Bids
9
36
well Improved, large front and rear
p7í5rTiT)NíTTírrT?T
6
9
16
f
shingle roof over all:
porches,
MM)MO
- ni'KTOX, M n
3
young man. American. No health-seeke- r.
10
16
mile
southwest of randas
Physician and Surgeon
3
10
Experience, references.
36
Owner, 1405 Boma avenue.
bridge.
Suite 9, Barnett Bid
4
P. (i. I'ox 62. AlbU(llerqll.
10
16
brick,
Folt SALE Modern
4
10
38
WANTED
Two Rood men want work
street;
High
new,
on
marly
North
ARTHUR E. WALKER
5
10
16
on sheep ranch this winter; south lawn and shade trees. Small amount
5
10
3C
of Albuquerque preferred.
Address, of cash, balance like rent. This Is Fire Insurance, Secretary Mutual
6
10
16
I. F. II., Journal Office.
Building Association,
l'hone SttY
n n opportunil y.
owner. Booms
1
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WAN'IKD

TO LOAN.
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ten-acr-

OF HUBBY

i

ants Today

READ

time-honore-

4t!3-8-

i

shares.

London's own market steadied at
the close after an irregular opening,
consols participating in the ralfy. The
weekly statement of
the Imperial
Hank of Germany showed a. decrease,
of $18,000,000 in loans and discounts
and a decrease of about $2,000,000 in
Closing stocks:
gold.
28
Allis Chalmers pfd
Amalgamated Copper
64
46
Agricultural
American
39
American Heet Sugar
9
American Can
B0
American Car and Foundry
57
American Cotton Oil
American Hide and Leather pfd 20
17
American Ice Securities
11
American Linseed
35 Vá
American Locomotive
American Smelting and Kef'ng. 74
103
do pfd
42
American Steel Foundries
114Vt
American Sugar Refining
141 V4
American Tel. and Tel
96
American Tobacco, pfd
30
American Woolen
40
Anaconda Mining Co
100
Atchison
101
do pfd
11
Atlantic Coast Line
105
Baltimore and Ohio
28
Bethlehem Steel
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
74
192
Canadian Pacific
30
Central Leather
103
do pfd
Central of New Jersey . . . 265 285
Chesapeake and Ohio
80
Chicago and Alton
30
Chicago Great Western
21
43
do pfd
Chicago and Northwestern ....190
Chi ago, Mil. and St. Paul ....122
65
C, C. C. and St. Louis
30
Cidorado Fuel and Iron
56
Colorado and Southern
133
Consolidated Gas
15
Corn Products
163
Delaware anil Hudson
27
Denver and Kio Grande
65
do pfd
32
Distillers' Securities

F.

46

J

,,cs

SffgffBBWg

COMMERCE

Pnrrott (silver and cop. )
Quiney
Shannon
de9.
Superior
From the
New York, Dec.
and Boston M in
court of. thu 'Superior
cision i'f the federal
and Pitts. Cdp
enjoining the Superior
Pennsylvania district,
Tamarack
Temple Iron company, the Belling V. S. Km., lief, and Mill
do pfd
agency of a number of large coul
roatla hut acquitting the hitter ltah Consolidated
Interests of evasion of the interstate Ttah Copper Co
commerce laws. Wall street professed Winona
today to derive much satisfaction and .Wolverine
(uve vent to Its feelings by a general

Wall

MORNING JOURNAL, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1910.

ñ

It was unanimously decided at the.
Woman's club meeting yesterday afternoon, which dealt Interestingly with
the financial relations between husband and wife, that It should not be
necessary nor right for a woman to
rifle her husband's pockets in search
of loose nnd surplus change. It was
further deckled that the iiusbund
That Is,
should have no change.
since In the marriage ceremony are
the words, "With all my wealth I thee
endow," the man thereby transfers all
his money and has no legal right to
the salary other than the amount
which his Wife deems just division.
Mrs. John Strumqulst read an
Quent. prettily written plea for
versus llnance, whose magic loucn
would do away with all financial difor disficulties without argument
sension, and was of the opinion that
did the husband truly love his wife
her husband, there
and the wife
should be no question of division.prac-It
was exqulhitely told, but not bo
tical, deemed the Judges, as the paper
by Mrs. H. A. Haker, which stood for
a" fair division of the funds.
The Judges were Mesdames Sterling,
Stitzer and Brown.
Mrs. R. R. Pollock talked on the
advantage of cash versus credit in the
purchasing, and handled her subject
exceedingly well. Mrs. Dr. Cartw right
was unable to attend, and her hubject,
Karncrs," was
"Women as Wage
elo-lo-

iS

w

k;

3.

one-hnl-

I-

re

It

16
36
16
36
16
16
36
16
26
16
16
36

It

5

11

5

WANTED

Boarders

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE

I'lilsl'

81 7

Bank Bnlldlnir.

State National

1

11

B

V

West 4'ontiT.l Avenue)

ALDRI

D G E

class accommodations with
10 ,l puil extractfull board. Electric lik'ht. baih; ALLEN'S HONEY
ed, $1.00; 00 lb. cans extracted,
centrally located.
No objections to
Lumber company.
$5.00; prices given on large amounts
the sb k. Phone 34 2.
by
of
or
return
mail.
comb,
Paints, Glass, Cement, Roofextracted,
10
N. M.
Box 20. Albuquerque,
11
WANTED
Miscellaneous
ing and Builder's suddÜcs.
2
11
FOR SALE Extra choico thorough2
11
bred Single Comb Rhode Island
WANTED
$14.75 iW 1 5.75.
Bos Andelos.
C. A., Journal.
Cockrels. guaranteed to please, J. K. DAILY MAID SKKVICU AND BTAt.'TC
Mexican dollars, 46c. used in open disc ussion.
Silver, 54
WANTED
livery ludy and 'ttentie" White, Elida, N. M.
For the famous Hot Springs of
The whole meeting, led by Mrs.
(.EüAL NOTICES
Wagner motor Jeme!,
man In Albuquerque to try box ball. FOU SALE A
N. M. Leave Albuquerque P.
Margaret Medler, was one of the most
St. Louis Spelter.
"" piano.""
new.
seen
neatly
1010
bo
Can
at
every morning at 5 a. m. Tickets
O.
To rent
WANTED
Dec. 9. Lead, steady; interesting of the season, nnd was folSlate
St. Louis.
iiy
.vi
NCTU'K
rrni.H iox.
sold at Vain Bros., S07 North First
2 8
terms. Address, C. A. G., care South Arno Street.
Erie
$4.40; spelter, $5.70.
lowed by a delightful musical proof New Mexico, County of Journal.
net, St. (JAV1NO (aAIM't A, proprietor and
FOR SALE Oak dlnliiK-roo44
do 1st pfd
gram rendered by thu music study-class-. Territory
Handovul.
"
do 2nd old
33
furniture, metal mall contractor. P. O. Box. 64, 1301
oak
heal thy "ma if, "foTTme
WA N T E
In the District Court.
The Livestock Markets
beds, hall tree, refrigerator,
General Electric
151
rus, R Arno.
room
a
week,
which
lias
been
never
E.
vs.
F.
Elizarla Chaves de Babbitt
Great Northern pfd
122
Inquire mornliiKs, 123
pro- - cárpela, etc.
Highlands
occupied
by
sick.
231.
No.
Babbitt.
.V. Tenth street.
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
55
Cliictiilo Livestock.
ierred. Adiliess, 611 S. !lii;li ,t.
To tho Above Named Defendant:
Illinois Central
130
Chicago, Dec.
Receipts,
Cattle
Improved real FOR SALE Bcbiluiii hares;
You are hereby notified that an W A N T E D - $ 3 " 0 Ti
Interborough-Me- t
.
20
3,001; market steady.
Edith.
Reeves, $4.40
d
estate at S per cent. About
5 4
action has been commenced iiirainst
do pfd
Texas steers, $4.1 0 Hi 5.30 ;
Krlllle-nu:n'- n
you in the above entitled court Iiy
Address, B. It., care FOR SA I.E Xi
valuation.
110
Inter Harvester
15.20;
western steers. $4.10 ir
stockers
e
thket to St. Louis. Address,
pfd
tlie above named plaintiff wherein Journal.
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further
housekeeping';
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Minneapolis and St. Louis 24 ÍI 27
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FOR SALE Livestock
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Minn.. St. P. and Sault St. M...127
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before the 20th day of January. A ster Hotel.
Sheep
Receipts, 10,000; market
31
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FOR SALE Good driving horse. KOI
Front rooms for house-kcpiD. 1911, at the court house of said FOB BENT
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CO.
lit.

FUONK
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Wallace Hosselden

Leather Calendara.
Leather Hangers.

Maynard Gunsul, Formerly z
Consistent Local Booster
Now Resident of Los Angeles,

Souvenir Post Albums.
Moccasins.
Music Molls.
Hand Bags.
Lap Desks.
Morocco bound sets Bridge whist,
poker, 'five hundred, chess,, etc.
Then there are a number of finely
bound books, as follows:
Address Books.
Wedding List.
My Trip Abroad.
Places Visited.

Says New Mexico Has Bright

people.

Future,

W. M. GRAY

Ucneral Contractor.
Figure! and workmnnship count
We guárante mora for your money
than any other contracting firm In
Albuquerque.
Ofrica at the Superior
Planing Mill. Phone 77.

GOOD

"CuU,"

"Reductions," and sun-dr- y
lnducementa, you
will find that we are not only
making the cheapest, but beat
Photos in thla town of course
you mint consider quality. Our
Christmas rush ha gtarted.
Don't delay your sitting any
longer and don't forget the
night sittings for the busy

Store. Range. Ilonsa Furnishing G;kwI, CutUry ai! tools, Iron
Ftp Valves nl Filling. Plumbing, Heating, Tin and Copper Work
IS WKNT CENTRAL

of

F.GAIUH.FSS

will be puzzling your brain
what to give this, 'hut and the other
one for Christmas. We have a window full cf a variety of leather
pieces, nil high grade and suitable fur
everyone,
liati a
Here are a few suggestions:
Leather Pillow Covers.
You

corner

LOOK

CRESCENT HARDWARE

Suggestions to Santa
Clans

ALBUQUERQUE AND

Physician and Surgeon

LIXH.
WATC! TNTIXTOHS FOIt SANTA I'll AMI COArr
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"The Busy Photographer."
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Wbejalks by the
Office Boy

WANTS

EVERYBODY

THE AUTO ROUTE
CONTINUED
President of Albuquerque Com
mercial Club Adds to Protest
Against Stopping Roswell-Vaugh- n
Line.

The protest against the abolition by
Roswell-Vnugh- n
the government of the
auto mall and passenger service Is not confined to the Pecos valley. Persons living in central New
Mexico realizing the commercial importance of closer relations with the
proPecos valley have joined in the
test including Governor Mills, other
territorial officials, Solomon Luna
"I hear your daughter is going to
and many prominent businessof men.
marry a duke."
President F. H. Schwentker now the
in
"Yes, a love match."
Albuquerque Commercial club
Ucmwell on a business trip, telegraph"Do you mean to tell me she gets
the
to
have
desire
protest
and
ed his
as a public bene- him for nothing?''
route
I often think there is nothing so
fit to the entire territory.
pub-ii- So great has the pressure of
off too
llt- - good that you cannot bite
Hint,
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beennip
.
.
there
.
........
l ic. o.
1"".
i
action Will much. Still, people afflicted with
,i..i,
uima fnven-alildepartment. kleptomania always seem to feel they
be taken. bv the postofflee
l.ii.i.iarmiO
men ui0
lhe business,.,,,.,.!,,
t..
Iho
.
fast mail should take something for !t The
...-.......
imi .i....ii
and passenger service made possible Boss .says, "Don't worry," is an en
by the automobile line ami are a mm couraging motto, but suppose the fel
in favor of having the service con
low is guilty?" Every man, woman
tinued.
and child in this community should
hiedv. with consti- - know that when the Old Man's name
eiiiee ueei.
f..ti
.
.'..ira
v..... and tried ail Ol appears on an
pai.oei
mi- tx:n
article either the artithe best physicians in Bristol,for lenn..
me, cle Is first class or the name has
and thev could do nothing
Middleboro,
writes The?. K. Williams.
been counterfeited. We never sold a
Kv "Two packages of Chamberlain's
me
cureu
piece of merchandise or signed a
r.r.d
Liver
Tablets
Stomach
For sale by all dealers.
check that was 'not worth one hundred cents on the dollar in gold
Buy Diamond Stove Coal for your
range; $6.50 per ton. Aztec Fuel Co. coin.
Phone 251.
If business keeps on Improving we
1.
will
have to enlarge our store. The
We say, with a ciear conscience,
shirts, khaki
we have the best 35c and 40c Cof- demand for
fee in town, llavo a little confidence suits, corduroy trousers, knock-aboand try It. C. & A; Coffee Co.
gloves, etc., has increased to such an
Stove Coal! Stove Coal!" $.50 per extent that we will simply have to
ton. Aztec Fuel Co. Phone 251.
have more room. The character of
goods we sell in our furnishing departmerment is the same to the clothing
i3E??1
chant as sugar is to the grocer
margin
they're sold on an awful small
of profit. We charge up no rent to
and are,
tho furnishings department
therefore, able to give you wonderful
values In that department.
Alfalfa and Native Hay

That the possibilities of New Mexico are just beginning: to be realized
.
Engagements.
by people with capital to Invest and
Dairies, etc.
wondevelop
will
new
that
the
stale
BIG AUCTION SALE
it
derfully within the next ten years,
.....U'll
ti.J
IU Jfl'- -l
waa declared yesterday by Maynard
Standard Plumbing & Heating
Ounaul, formerly of Albuquerque, for
past three years a resident of Los
COMPANT
2 p. the
Monday, Dec. 12th
Anneles, where he is
30B Went Central Avenan.
W.
Central Avenas.
,
i win sen at auction tne and manager of the Federal bank.
m.,
Mr. Gunsul arrived Thursday night
Prompt and carWal Attention to All
Vr have received orne
from Gallup, where he has extensive
splendid furnishings of an 8 business
Order.
A direct
pretty
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Wm. J. LEMP'S St, Louis Draught Beer

A

Specialty.

the dainty and medium shades makes neat leslrablo
dresses for evening or Mrccl wear; priced at 9()c a yard.
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HUhDWOOD LUMBERS FOR FINISH AND CABINET
WORKCLEAR AND SEASONED

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.
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